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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Historical Background
The world of mathematics from the mind of the

renown mathematician to the scrihhlings of the schoolaged child is constantly changing.

One of the predom-

inate reasons why this change has evolved historically
is the rise of the computer age.

Machines, whether on

a level of the simple calculating devices or the

complex electronic computers, have released man from his
tedious allegiance to computation and freed him to strive
in many other delightful mathematical worlds!^"
As far hack as 1953, the Mid-Century Committee on

Outcomes in Elementary Education cited in its "Elementary
School Objectives" the importance of including as one of
these newer mathematical worlds, the study of quantitative relationships.

p

If a mathematics program is to have

Weaver and Charles T. Wolf, Modern Mathe matics for Elementary Teachers (Scranton, Penn: Interna1966) p. xiv.
tional Textbook Co.
^"Jay D.

,

^Joseph F. Kauffman, Education (Washington, D.C.:
Potomac Books, 1966), p. 23*

meaning in the life of its students it must include
quantitative thinking, for this type of mathematical

understanding not only opens up a new mathematical
world to the student but also suggests that the words
of the psychologists who stress learning with understand-

ing are being heeded and that the former world of

isolated drill is no longer perpetuated as the means of
learning mathematics.^
A classroom teacher is most concerned with (1)

his/her relationship to the student in learning and (2)
the student's relationship to the task to be learned.

There are several ways of obtaining information about
students, one of these is a reliable testing program.

Whether or not a teacher has tests, he/she still
has to teach, provide guidance, place students on

appropriate learning levels and carry out other selec-

tion techniques.

Today's educational systems are large,

complicated and may involve the education of a great

number of students.

Objective tests make it possible

^Wilbur H. Dutton, Evaluating Pupils' Understand ing of Arithmetic (Englewood Cliffs, W.J.: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1964), p. 8.

^Bernard J. Shapiro and Phyllis P. Shapiro,
"Testing in the Schools," The Elementary School Journal
LXX (January, 1970), p. 20 5-

,

^

^

3

for the teacher to improve his/her professional

performance

.

One of the major roles of tests is to measure
the students' knowledges.

In addition to this role,

however, tests give indications of potential academic

abilities in specialized areas.

The classroom teacher

may make invaluable use of tests both as guides to
teaching methodology and content as well as placement

within programs.
There are weaknesses in teacher-made tests on a

daily or weekly basis.

Classroom evaluations may not be

either valid or reliable and the resulting conclusions
inaccurate.

The teacher will tend to remember the

successes of the students and forget the weaknesses.

Actually in many cases the teacher may not know the
success or failure of students without formal testing.^
"As a matter of fact, in most situations the teacher

will not have evidence of the extent to which most goals

^Report of the President of Educational Testing
Service, Testing in Perspective and Context (Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, Annual Report, 19601961), p. 16.
^Ibid.

,

pp. 11-12, 14, 16.

^Robert M. Travers, How to Make Achievement Tests
(New York: The Odyssey Press, 1990), p. 3*

4

are achieved in most individuals unless systematic

evaluation procedures are used."

O

In the newer mathematical worlds large formal

testing resources are not available.

The problem of

devising valid tests which are concerned with the

measurement of the understanding and the creativity of
the students is an urgent and difficult one.^

It is in

this area that this researcher has been involved.

Specific Background to the Study
There is a specific background to this study which
must be elucidated in sequence.

Hall in a 1964-1965 dissertation developed a first
test in the area of quantitative judgment.

It consisted

of a fifty-two item multiple-choice test which was admin-

istered to 161 pupils in a pilot study.

By means of item

analysis forty items were selected, administered to 704
pupils, and analyzed as the first Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Form H)

.

Analysis of data was reported in the

areas of central tendency, variability, reliability, item

®Ibid.

,

pp. 5-4.

^The Report of the Cambridge Conference on School
Mathematics Goals for School Mathematics (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1965)'-, PP- ^0,
,

5

analysis, norms, intercorrelations, and partial

correlations.
tills

Statistically significant results of

instrument were (1) there was no sex difference

in the ability of quantitative judgment, (2) pupils'

ability in quantitative judgment increased by grade
level, (3) when mental age was held constant in partial

correlations, quantitative judgment as compared to

arithmetical understandings was shown to be something in
and of itself, and (4) reliabilities indicate that the

Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was worthwhile
for further development as a classroom testing technique.

10

Tuttle, in a 1965 Master's thesis, immediately

continued with the development of the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H)

Analysis Table

^

.

Using Chung-Teh Fan's Item

thirty items were then selected and

combined with the thirty original items from the Hall
test to form the revised Test of Quantitative Judgment

10

Donald E. Hall, "The Ability of Intermediate
Grade Children to Deal with Aspects of Quantitative
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, School
Judgment."
Boston University, 1965), p. 88.
Education,
of
11

Chung-Teh- Fan, Item Analysis Table (Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 19bBj pp. 5-4.
,

6

(Form T) 12
.

It is at this point that this researcher

is continuing with the development of the Test of Quan-

titative Judgment (Form T).

Purpose of the Study
If there is one area of data analysis most vital

in the preparation of the Test of Quantitative Judgment

(Form T) as a classroom instrument, it is a study of
the validity of the test.

Cronhach describes validity

as "the quality which most affects the value of the

test." 15y

Since the revision of the Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Form H)
of Form T.

,

no study has been made of the validity

If the instrument is to have practical use

in elementary school classrooms, both school adminis-

trators and classroom teachers will require information

regarding the degree of its validity.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this paper is to analyze the data

12

Cynthia L. Tuttle "The Refinement of a Test of
Quantitative Judgment." (Unpublished master's thesis,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1965),
.

pp. 69-71.

15 Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological
Testing (New York: Harper and Brothers, i960; p. 105.
,

7

obtained from administering the Test of Quantitative
Judgment (Form T) to 637 intermediate-grade children
as a basis for determining some of the
appropriate

validities.

Davis'

"Types of Test Validity and Bases

for Their Estimation" is the basic standard for defining and analyzing the validities along with the

"Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests and

Manuals" published by the American Psychological

Association. 1 ^

Upon these standards empirical validity

can be determined in the area of self-defining validity;

judgmental validities in the areas of constructor, user,
and face validities; and empirical- judgmental validity
as inferential.

Quantitative Judgment Defined
Quantitative judgment will be defined for the

purposes of this study exactly as it was originally
defined for the first Test of Quantitative Judgment

14

Frederick B. Davis, Educational Measurements
and Their Interpretation (Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth
Publishing Co., Inc., 1969), p. 25.
John ¥. French and William B. Michael (co-chairStandards
for Educational and Psychological Tests
men)
D.C.: American Psychological
(Washington,
Manuals
and
Corporation, 1966).
,

8

(Form H) by Hall.

By quantitative thinking, or quantitative
judgment we refer to the individual's
ability to apply number and mathematical
concepts and processes to quantitative
situations encountered both within and
outside of the classroom environment.
Quantitative judgment includes thinking
about amounts, estimating or guessing
intuitively relative to how much
how many how far and/or how large 13
,

.

,

Validity Defined
In CHAPTER II in the REVIEW OF RELEVAHT LITERATURE

AND RELATED RESEARCH detailed analysis of the components
of the concepts of validity will be given.

Let it

suffice here to state that along with the general guidelines or standards previously mentioned in the Statement
of the Problem many concepts of validity will be included

with two major criteria in mind.

(l) Is the concept of

validity appropriate to the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T)?

(2)

Is the concept of validity applicable

at this stage in the development of the Test of Quantita-

tive Judgment (Form T)?

15’Hall,

pp. 4-5-

9

Justifications and Limitations of the Study
The justification for this study is that the most

vital part of a test's analysis is its validity.

Unless

the test is measuring what it is intended to measure

then it has no value, regardless of its strengths in
other areas.

This assumption is justified hy leading

testing authors. 1 ^

1

The limitations of the study can he traced to the

stage of its development.

analysis.

It is not ready for factor

Anastasi indicates one of the difficulties

with factor analysis.

"Factorial validity.

.

.with no

criterion data, cannot in itself insure that a test is a

valid predictor of any practical criterion." 17
'

There is

no criterion data available for the Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Form T) at this point in its development.

It

will be useful to a classroom teacher, however, if the
degree of its validity can be determined.

16

J. Stanley Ahmann and Marvin D. Glock, Evaluating
Pupil Growth (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959) P,

Alfred Schwartz and Stuart C. Tiedeman, Evaluating Student Progress in the Secondary School (New York:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1957)? P* 7517 Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing (New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1959-) P* IBd.
>

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH
In summarizing the literature which was reviewed,

emphasis will he placed upon the four main areas which

provide the background to the purposes and procedures
of this study:

(1) the development and rationale for

testing in general will be considered first (here the
role of testing is described); (2) the meanings and

interpretations of validity as it relates to testing
will be reported next; (3) prerequisites to test con-

struction and analysis will be outlined; and, (4) the

relationship of quantitative .judgment to the total

mathematics curriculum will be discussed since it is in
this field that test refinement is involved.

These

topics provide a rationale for the specific areas studied

within this paper.

The Development of Testing

Historically, Darwin with his concern for the

differences among individuals and the relationship

between these differences and heredity provided the

British impetus to the testing movement.

Others, such

as Spearman, contributed to this initial development.

With the German interest in psychopathology, tests came
forth not as a product of theory, but rather as an

investigation of educational and psychological phenomena.
Most of the early French tests were likewise of a non-

theoretical nature with the exception of the works of
Binet who was concerned with the basic nature of intelliThe early American contributions to testing can

gence.

be seen in the works of Thorndike and Thurstone who were

interested in the natures of human abilities.^

Definition of testing

.

Testing can be defined in

its broadest sense as any method developed for the purpose
of observing, recording, and thus evaluating the compara-

tive behaviors of human beings.

At its best, however,

testing is only an estimate of the observed behaviors.

Rationale for testing .

2

School systems formulate

specific objectives for the education of their youth.

1

J.P. Guilford, The Nature of Human Intelligence
(New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1967), p. 2.

^Report of the President of Educational Testing
Service, Testing in Perspective and Context (Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, Annual Keport,
1960-61), pp. 11, 22.

IP

Hopefully, those most knowledgeable in both methods and

materials of instruction determine which procedures and
programs are appropriate for the development of the
specific objectives.

It then becomes the role of those

most proficient in measurement to judge whether or not,
or to what degree, the many and varied students have

reached these objectives.
for testing are many.

^

In doing this the reasons

Among these are to determine a

student's capacity to learn, provide a guide for teaching,
evaluate instruction, diagnose difficulties, develop

improved teaching techniques, and make an overall evaluation of teaching success.

Zl

Whether of not the testing program is valid is
really dependent upon how accurately it evaluates the
progress which the students have made toward the original
educational objectives of the system.

The levels and

types of evaluation will actually depend on the types of

^Edward E. Cureton, "Validity," Educational Measurement (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education,
1951), p. 655.

^Henry Chauncey and John Dobbins, Testing: Its Place
in Education Today (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), p. 85.
^C.li. Lindvall, Testing and Evaluation (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1961) p. 39*
,

'
«

i3

objectives established.

Three obvious levels would be,

"(1) the testings of facts, concepts, or understandings,
(2) the testing of the ability of a student to apply the

above in new situations, and (5) the testing of the

whole educational program."^

Findley makes several specific statements for
school testing programs as follow.

There is a need for

the school system to make itself available to a wide

variety of evaluative instruments, being certain to take
advantage of the standardized tests which are appropri-

ately refined.

A school system must be aware of the

purposes for which the tests are to be used, whether to
aid in classroom instruction, administrative needs, or

guidance procedures.

The results from the systematic

testing of every pupil are of value for group evaluation
even when there is not singular value to each pupil.
Finally, students will differ widely in their intellectual capacities as they go from one field of learning to
another.

7

^Cureton, pp. 658-660.

^Warren G. Findley, "Purposes of school Testing
Programs and Their Efficient Development, The Impact
and Imp rovement of School Testing Programs Sixty- second
Yearbook of the .National Society for the btudy of Education, Part II (Chicago: 196£>, Chapter 1), pp. 3-17,

14

The Meanings of Validity in Testing

For each type of testing administered hy a school
system, the validity of the evaluation instrument can he

determined in relation to the purpose of the testing.
The following are three aims common to public school

testing.
1.

The test user wishes to determine how
an individual performs at present in
a universe of situations that the test
situation is claimed to represent.

2.

The test user wishes to forecast an
individual’s future standing or to estimate an individual's present standing on
some variable of particular significance
that is different from the test.

3.

The test user wishes to infer the degree
to which- the individual possesses some
hypothetical trait or quality (construct)
presumed to be reflected in the test

performance

For each of these it is necessary to have tests which
measure the aims as described.

The degree to which a

test does this may be indicated by validity coefficients.

Definitions of validity

.

There are many ways of

expressing the definition of validity.

8

g

Basically all

John W. French and William B. Michael (co-chairmen),
Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests and
Manuals (Washington, D.C.: American Psychological
Corporation, 1966), p. 12.
,

sustain the concept of a test "being valid if it accurately
measures the desired outcomes of specific objectives.^

Validity answers questions as, "What does this test
actually measure?

To what extent does it measure this

particular ability, quality, or trait?

In what situation

or under what conditions does it have this degree of

validity?

The validity of a test cannot be greater

than its reliability (consistent performance) nor can a
test be valid if it is not reliable. 11

Tests can vary

only slightly in their reliability but greatly in their

validity.

Reliability is thus only "a modifier and

12
conditioner" of validity.
If an instrument is valid it measures only what it
is expected to measure.

The items in the test should

yield a measure which could be described as truthful, of

^R. Murray Thomas, Judging Student Progress (New
York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1954), p. 43.

10

Victor H. Noll, Introduction to Educational
Measurement (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 195771
,

pp. 73-74.

11

Ibid.

,

p.

74-

1

^Raymond B. Cattell and Frank W. Warburton,
Objective Personality and Motivation Tests (Urbana, 111.:
University of Illinois Idress, 1967 ) P* 7^?

i6

value, worthwhile.

The test must be a tool which

evaluates observable behavior in an objective manner.

Anastasi approaches validity as being concerned
not only with what it is that is being measured but also

with the degree to which the test measures

it."*"^

Guilford is concerned mostly with what a test measures in
common with other tests.

With this information he is able

to determine common factors.

The tests then become valid

measures of specific factors.

The coefficient of validity

to Guilford is the correlation of the tests with common

15
factors. v

Cureton in his emphasis upon validity relative to
the purpose for which the test

n‘

s

to be used defines two

parts of the objective of the test.

First he indicates

the need for the awareness of the particular function of

the test.

Secondly, there must be description of the

type of group on which the test is to be administered.

1

^Arnold J. Lien, Measurement and Evaluation of
Learning (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, C., 1967),
p.1'9.
1Zj

Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing (New York:
Co., 1954) P- 51«
Macmillan
The
»

1

^J.P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1954), pp. 598-599.
f

His final definition of validity ties both aspects of

purpose together.

In this, validity is seen as the index

of the differences among individuals on the specific

function being tested.

Cureton also stresses that in the

testing of the function, no accurate observation may be
made except through relevant testing.

For example, the

observation of reading comprehension is only possible
through a valid test. 18
Other authors also emphasize that a test has many

validities according to its use or purpose. 1 ^

In the

determination of these validities Ahmann and Glock stress
a multiple rather than a single approach.

1

P

Freeman

defines validity in relation to the selection of the most

useful types of test items as predictors of a certain
ability.

10y

As far as the reporting of validity is con-

cerned, McKee writes not specifically for perfect validity

18

Cureton, p. 621.

Davis, Educational Measurements and
Their Interpretation (Belmont, Cal.: Wadsworth Publishing
Co., Inc., 1064), p. 24.

^Frederick

18

B.

Stanley Ahmann and Marvin D. Glock, Evaluating
Pupil Growth (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959), P- 88.
J.

^Frank

S. Freeman, Theory and Practice of Psycho

logical Testing (New York: Nolt
1962), P . ire.

,

Rinehart, and Winston,

1

8

but rather for validity in accordance with professional

standards of reporting such data.

Chauncey and Dobbins

see a test as the sample of the total performance which
is being measured.

Trying to determine the most repre-

sentative sample can be accomplished through trial and

then later correlation with criterion performance.

This

trial and waiting is to them validity. 21

Ebel is one author who seriously questions the

validity of validity.

He notes that not even test

specialists can agree on the purpose or meaning of
validity.

Many questions can be raised concerning the

significance of validity.

For example, validity is

purported to be the most important aspect of testing, yet
it is often the weakest.

In physical measurement validity

is not considered, although there is emphasis on opera-

tional definitions, lines of limitation on which properties
can and cannot be measured, and finally accuracy of

measuring.
Ebel finds that there are many reasons for the

20

Paul McKee (ed.), "Primary Reading Profiles"
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1957) P*
i

^Henry Chauncey and John Dobbins, Testing: Its
Place in Education Today (New York: Harper and Row, ljbi;,
2

p. 9.

i9

difficulties which come about in dealing with validity.
It is not always possible to know what a test is measur-

ing and thus its validity cannot be determined.

The

criterion (later defined) may not be known but only
sought after once the test has been administered.

What

is then needed is the validity of the criterion, but this

can only be found by determining another criterion which
itself would have to be validated.
cess would become infinite.

Obviously, the pro-

Ebel therefore concludes

that the conceptual definition of validity negates an

operational definition.
Besides the scientifically-oriented doubts which

Ebel casts on validity, he also raises several philosophic
questions.

Are there really traits such as intelligence

which are not dependent on measures?

Ebel refers to the

writings of Einstein who noted that only through clocks
can there be a scientific measure of time.

Using this

reasoning, Ebel states that tests should be employed to
define what is meant by the terms instead of using tests
to determine what the term is.

If this methodology is

developed then mental measurements will be able to
advance.

To Ebel, this approach replaces validity.

Even

within this method the researcher is not using total
empirical evaluation, however, because subjective judgment

20

is at work when such steps as the selection of criterion

are carried out.

In both the scientific and philosophic

criticisms of validity Ebel suggests the limitations
incurred when the term validity is interpreted to cover
a generalized variety of test properties. 22

According to Sechrist, testing obtains measures

which cannot be developed in any easier way.

A test thus

has incremental validity for as it is used it increases
the body of measurement data available.

He terms this

"incremental" validity. 2 ^

Bean reports that validity has been too often
accepted without proof.

This no longer can be assumed

because both the fields of education and employment

demand effective tests which will be accurate measures
OIL

of the established objectives.

The American Psychological Association has

^Robert L. Ebel, "Must All Tests Be Valid," Principles of Educational and Psychological Measurement
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1967), pp. 219-225.
2

^Lee Sechrist, "Incremental Validity: A Recommendation," Principles of Educational and Psychological
Measurement (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co., 1967 ) pp
303-304.
,

2

\enneth

L. Bean, Construction of Educational and
York"! McGraw Hill Book Co. , Inc .

Personnel Tests (New
1953), PP. lb, "30.

;

2

1

established Standards for Educational and Psychological
Tests and Manuals .

The validity of a test is determined

in relation to the purposes for which the test is to he
25
used. ^ These are enumerated as follows.

Content validity

.

If "the test user wishes to

determine how an individual performs at present in a

universe of situations that the test situation is claimed
to represent," then content validity is necessary to

establish the accuracy of the test.

Content validity

will indicate how successfully the test is a sample of
the total number of experiences about which the test user

Achievement testing is a

wants to draw conclusions.

specific example of the need for content validity.
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Content validity is also important in other types of

evaluation as in scholastic aptitude tests.

In these

circumstances content validity will probably be secondary
to another type of validity.

It will still be necessary,

however, to determine the total universe from which the
sample was determined and to indicate why the items were

included in the test.
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^French and Michael (co-chairmen),
^Ibid.

,

pp. 12-1J.

^Ahmann and Glock,

p . 84.
1

p.

12.
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In achievement testing both of a formal and

informal nature a table of specifications is useful in

determining content validity.

The table of specifica-

tions would be based on the instructional objectives and

from this table the test items could be developed.

The

table would include both the subject matter topics and
the behavioral changes which the objectives outlined.

Behavioral changes could be items such as recall of

information or application to new situations.

Standard-

ized achievement tests are usually accompanied by manuals

which indicate the purpose of the test, the limitations
of the test and the table of specif ications

28

Although sampling is the major concern in content
validity, there can be situations in informal achievement

testing when the universe is totally contained in the
test.

An example of this is found in a test of the 100

basic multiplication facts where the objective was

mastery of the facts and the test includes all the subject
29
matter contained in the objective.

^ Ibid

.

,

pp. 88-89.

^Evaluation and Advisory Service Series, "Selecting

an Achievement Test: Principles and Procedures" (Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1958), p. 7-

.
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Anastasi reports that content validity is also
called logical validity and validity by definition.

She

warns that the author of the test must beware that
aspects of testing such as test directions do not invalidate the final score.

She also indicates that content

validity does not have the same value in aptitude testing.

For example, at one ability level a mathematical test
question might be solved through mathematical reasoning,
while at a more advanced ability level, the same answer
might be arrived at through computation.^ 0

Lindvall likewise uses the term logical validity.

For this to exist there must.be a test content related
to the objectives of the curriculum as well as a test

content which correlates with purposes of education in

general

31
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Nunnally provides an interesting interpretation of
content validity.

He agrees that the test must be a

representative sample of what it is that's being tested.
However, the test must stand by itself; it is the

criterion of the performance.

Predictive validity is

not necessary unless it is desired to predict future

^°Anastasi, p. 122.
31 Lindvall,

p.

39-
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performance.
"behavior,

If the tester is Gxxly concerned with
present

then the test is the unit of measure.^

Lennon discusses in detail the hasic assumptions of
consent validity. He stresses the following prerequisites
of content validity.

The universe or total possibilities

of behavior to be tested must be able to be defined in

terms of responses to questions.

The sampling must have

a systematic means of selection.

This sampling must be

defined so carefully that the test user can interpret what
is meant by the universe, how the sampling was accomplished,

and that the sampling is truly representative of the universe.

He defines representative of the universe as the

test questions chosen being in the appropriate balance and

proportion in comparison with the total possibilities of
questions.

He finally states again that "there can be no

such thing, in the great majority of cases, as the content

validity of a test but only a content validity for a particular purpose and a particular group of subjects.

xx

xp

Jum C. Uunnally, Tests and Measurements: Assess ment and Prediction (Hew York: Mc-Graw Hill Book Co.,
Inc.
1959 ) p. 80.
,

,

^Roger T. Lennon, "Assumptions Underlying the Use
of Content Validity," Educational and Psychological
Measurement XVI ( 1956 ) PP • 298 301 303
,

,

,

•

Finally comments on differential content validity
"by

Hopkins and Wilkerson must be included.

The usual

approach to selecting a test with high content validity
is to choose one which will be measuring curriculum

achievement in accordance with the local objectives of
the school system.

The fallacy in doing this is that the

norms of the test will have been established in school
systems which have varying objectives.

The systems with

different curricular objectives cannot be meaningfully
compared.

In this example there exists what is known as

differential content validity.

Unfortunately, many

researchers interpret this differential content validity
as norm differentials.

-54

Other aspects of content validity are indicated by
Davis as judgmental validities.

In each case subjective

judgment of the content based on information, skills,
traits, and abilities required by the test is considered
a practical method of interpreting its validity.

Using

this method, Davis emphasizes that it is most necessary
to assure careful and proper administration of the test

Hopkins and Carolyn J. Wilkerson,
"Differential Content Validity: The California Spelling
Test, an Illustrative Example," Educational and Psychological Measurement, XXV (No. 2, 1965), PP» 4-1 3-4-14-

^Kenneth

D.
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slid,

that the test— takers are well— motivated.

The scoring

must minimize chances for subjective judgment and clerical
errors which could distort the final score.
The first of the three types of judgmental validity
is constructor validity.

The aspects of constructor

validity outlined by Davis seem to parallel much of which
has been previously written about content validity.

constructor's purpose must be obvious.

The

A definition of

the ultimate criterion in the mind of the constructor

must be made.

This definition should include a format

similar to a table of specifications.
In determining constructor validity the actual items
can be studied to see what characteristics such as informations, skills, and traits, are needed to answer the
questions.

Then these can be compared to the objectives

listed by the constructor.

This procedure should provide

a check on the apparent appropriateness of the test items.

A second type of judgmental validity is user

validity in which the user sets up a detailed analysis of
what needs the user anticipates the test should meet.

Then it is possible to check the user's objectives with
the constructor's objectives to make certain that the test

suits the purpose of the user.
The third and final type of judgmental test validity
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is face validity.

This refers to the idea that the test

appears to both the examinees and the public in general
to measure what it is supposed to measure.

This assures

that the examinee will feel that the test has meaning

and is worthwhile, thus insuring satisfactory appearance.
This validity is frequently referred to as public rela55
tions validity. ^
.

.

Hosier breaks down face validity into much more
The first of these is validity

detail than does Davis.

by assumption in which there appears to be a relationship

between a test and an assumed criterion.

No further

proof is required; this then- constitutes the weakest kind
of face validity.

A second type of face validity which is more

legitimate than validity by assumption is validity by
definition.

This type is really face validity.

In it

the test is defined to represent the total universe of

appropriate questions.

However, many problems exist in

determining an adequate sample.

In validity by definition

it is necessary to examine the form of the test, the

arrangement of the items

,

the testing environment

,

the

verbal ability needed to follow the directions, and other

35'Davis,
pp.

32-35-

'
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aspects of the test itself.

Mosier warns that even if

the close scrutiny outlined above appears to indicate

that the test is satisfactory, it is still necessary to

be most certain that the questions themselves do not

require another skill, other than the one being tested,
for a high test score to be obtained.

Finally in regards to validity by definition
Mosier writes of the problem of selecting an adequate
criterion.

There are several ways of interpreting a

criterion with which the test appears to compare.

Even

if such a criterion can be selected, however, the argu-

ments for validity by definition would be determined by
suiting the criterion to the test rather than the test
to the criterion.

Mosier
of validity.

'

s

third type of face validity is appearance
Here it is stressed that a test should look

valid to receive a sound public acceptance.
The fourth type of face validity referred to by

Mosier is validity by hypothesis.

This kind of face

validity is related to both validity by assumption and
validity by definition.

An hypothesis can be made that

ouher
the test is valid because of its similarity to

valid tests.

Then the new test can be used until further

^

evidence has been provided.

Cureton discusses several of the problems of content
validity.

A basic consideration is of the closeness be-

tween the test score and the criterion score
of relevance.

function

Cureton traces this step-by-step.

— ability,

must be determined.

skill, knowledge, etc.

— must

— to

problem
The

be measured

The group in which the function will

be measured must be defined.

scores

—a

Numbers

— rankings

or raw

be assigned to the members of the group to

determine their relative levels in relationship to the

desired educational objectives.

Many times an external

standard is not available with which to compare the test
scores, so all that is done is a comparison of individual

differences within the group.

X7
'

Criterion-related validity

— overview

.

French and

Michael in the Standards for Educational and Psychological
Tests and Manuals indicate that another main type of

validity is criterion-related validity.

In this type of

validity a comparison is made between the actual test

^Charles I. Mosier, "A Critical Examination of the
Concepts of Face Validity," Principles of Educational and
Psychological Measurement (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co.,
1967), pp. Soy-^ia:
37 Cureton, pp. 62A-626.
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scores and one or more other measures of the function

being tested.^®
Davis writes on the type of validity also.

He

specifies it as the degree to which the rank order
of the test scores is the same as the rank order of

the criterion scores.

The criterion scores are

separate measures of the property or characteristic

which the test is suppose to evaluate.
related validity is empirical.

Criterion-

zqJ

Ahmann and Glock view criterion-related validity
as predictive achievement compared to actual achieve-

ment.

A correlation coefficient is derived as the

number representing the straight-line relationship

between the values of two variables.

AO

The following

formula is one method of computing the correlation
coefficient.

^^French and Michael, p. 13-

^Davis,

p. 2A.

^°Ahmann and Glock, pp. 29A-296.

1

£xy

- (Px)

1

(By)

n
r
'

\J
r

=

[Sx2 -

- (Sy) 2

product-moment coefficient of correlation

P=

sum

x

=

any test score of one characteristic

y

=

any test score of the other characteristic

n

=

number of pupils
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If this criterion-related validity is a comparison of a

present test score and a future test score, then predictive validity is being determined.

If the comparison is

between two different present test scores, then concurrent validity is being determined.

42

Cureton differentiates between working criteria
and intermediate criteria.

There are times when all that

is available is criterion behavior which is only a non-

representative sample of the particular function or task.
It may be decided, however, that the test would correlate
to a strong degree with all possible items in the

41

rbid., pp. 57^-577.

42 Ibid.

,

p. 288.
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criterion.

In this case even though the nonrepresenta-

tive sample is by its own nature biased it does become

what is defined as the working criterion.
There are many times when a sample of behavior
cannot be obtained.

It may be that the behavior which

is to be predicted is too far in the future, it may not

be feasible to observe it systematically, or it may be

impossible to make an unbiased record of the behavior.
In these cases the investigator predicts what is antic-

ipated to correlate with the test and may get samples
of some of the criteria.

These criteria are called

intermediate criteria.

Cureton specifies what is meant by objective
judging of a criterion.

The observor must be able to

record what is observed without subjective interpretation
and what is recorded must be in a standard formula which

can be easily interpreted by others.

Whenever a series of actions can be recorded, then
a criterion score has been developed.

be a part of the criterion score,

Many factors may

lor example, if it is

observed that many variables are interacting in the
behavior, then the observations may be weighted to include
the importance of the varying attributes.

At times this

may become very complex to the point that the behavior

^

cannot

"be

measured by the same standards.

referred to as complex behavior series.

These are

Criterion

scores should thus be random or representative based

upon unbiased observation and evaluation.
Anastasi indicates a basis for criterion cut-off
scores.

The following correlation chart can be seen to

illustrate the relation between criterion and test
scores.

predicted unsuccessful
and weren't
(false positives)

predicted success and
were successful
(

success)
II

I

high
criterion

criterion
cut-off

predicted unsuccessful
and were
(

predicted successful
and weren't
(failure)

success)

IV

III
score

low

>ylow

£

•test score

high

In quadrant I fall those whose test score is low but who

achieve a high criterion score.

positives.

These are called false

In quadrant II are those whose test score is

high and who receive a high criterion score.

43’Cureton, pp. 621-632.

This is
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most useful to the tester.

In quadrant III fall those

whose test score is low and whose criterion score is
also low.

In quadrant IV fall those whose test score

is high but criterion score is low.

Quadrants II and

III present the most valid situations.

In these the

test predicts what the criterion scores.

As the crite-

rion cut-off score is raised it eliminates some of the
false positives in quadrant

I

but at the same time cuts

off the successful members of Quadrant II.

Ebel has much to say about validity.

One of his

strongest criticisms is that the criterion in both

concurrent (present) and predictive (future) correlations should truly be superior to the test measure.

Many times the criterion itself is not valid, yet it is
used.

To Ebel, predictive validity itself does not make

sense for a test is created to predict a future trait,

yet this trait itself will change over the years as it
is influenced by varying phenomena.

actually highly specific.

Validity is

First it applies particularly

to the exact group tested, the actual treatment given

them and the purpose of the testing.

Under these condi-

tions it becomes very difficult for the author of a

Anastasi, p. 134.

'
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test to report validity.

Ebel offers specific alternatives to replace the

reporting of validity.
ness.

First, he writes of meaningful-

The more varied and wider interpretation given

the test score, the greater meaning has the test score.

For example, it is most advantageous to have many scores
of the person and to relate these test scores.

This

correlation would replace the validity coefficient.
a battery is available

,

If

then the intercorrelations

within the test scores have most meaning.

Reliability

(consistency of test performance) and norms contribute

greatly to this meaningfulness.
Ebel highly supports operational definitions as
the description of the operations which were involved in

obtaining the test scores.

These should include the

vital steps taken in the construction of the test, as
well as the specific procedures used in its administration and scoring.

Ebel acknowledges the importance of the test in
its usage.

Importance is defined as the recognition

of the types of knowledges or abilities necessary to

complete the test.

A final characteristic which gives

meaningfulness to the test is its convenience.

^Ebel, pp. 226-230.
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Cronback and Meehl are also concerned with the accuracy
of the criterion.

Sometimes a previously validated

test can be correlated with the new test.

They agree

that it is advantageous to use more than a specific

criterion to compare to the test.

Many other observa-

tions or comparisons should be taken into account.

Criterion-related validity

— predictive

.

Davis

defines predictive validity as the correlation of test
scores with criterion scores which have been gathered
at a later date.

For example, a test may be administered

to a group in hopes of predicting success or failure on
a certain factor.

At some later date the same group

might be tested again to see their relative success or
'failure in actual practice.

The initial test might be

to predict success or failure in algebra.

The criterion

test might be the actual grade-point average received by
the students in a high school algebra course.

The higher

the correlation between the initial test and the crite-

rion test, the more accurate or valid the initial test
and the greater the predictive validity of the test.
The greater the lapse of time between these two

sets of data, the lower the validity.

46

’Cronback and Meehl,' p. 248.

This is mainly
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attributable to the many varying factors which may
influence the person being tested during the intervening
time and thus also influence the criterion score.

It is

impossible for the initial test to take into account the

influences which will occur prior to the criterion test.
The criterion is the basic property or character-

istic which the test hopes to measure.

If the criterion

is the actual final ability, then it is called the

ultimate criterion.

If it is a step in the direction of

the final ability, it is called the immediate criterion.
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Ahmann and Glock indicate that the use of a testing
instrument to predict future pupil behavior occurs in

both academic and vocational areas.

Aptitude tests and

personal-social adjustment inventories are two types of
evaluations which require predictive validity.

Achieve-

ment tests can also be predictive however, in the sense
that they predict future academic behavior.

Whenever any

of these testing instruments is developed, predictive

validity must be established by correlation with a criterion.

The approach used since it occurs over a period of

time is referred to as longitudinal.

There are degrees of predictive validity.

47 Davis, pp. 29-31-

Even

though a test may not he perfectly accurate, it can
still he considered useful if it predicts better than

any other available measure.

Many times valuable pre-

dictions can be made on the basis of a group, while less
accurate predictions are made concerning each individual.
Life insurance companies can predict their successful

business with a certain group although they are less
certain of the status of each individual within the
48
group.

Nunnally points out that the validation of the
instrument is not the concern, but rather the validation
of the use to which the instrument is put.

He feels

that it is only possible to obtain moderate correlations
as people are complex and criterion data difficult to

measure.

He is concerned more with the improvement in

selection or prediction which occurs by using the test,
than would occur without.
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Criterion-related validity

— concurrent

.

When the

test scores and the criterion scores are collected at

about the same time, using the same techniques as in

predictive validity except for the factor of time, then

^Ahmann and Glock,

pp. 85, 95

^Nunnally, pp. 76, 78 - 79

-

,

102.
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the correlation makes up what is known as a measure of

concurrent validity.-^ 0

The criterion will be a type of

variable which has direct bearing on the test.^

Ahmann and Glock term concurrent validity also as
status validity.

It is possible to correlate present

test behavior with present criterion actual behavior.

A test instrument can have concurrent validity and not
have predictive validity.

Concurrent validity is evidenced in achievement
testing where a paper and pencil test measures indirectly
some characteristics which are present in the student.

In other types of evaluations such as aptitude test,
concurrent validity is secondary in importance to predictive validity.
In both predictive and concurrent validity the

criterion is found in a pupil behavior independent of
the test instrument.

The relationship between the

behavior and the test instrument is termed the correlation
coefficient.

It is a major problem for the researcher

to find the independent characteristics.
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^°Davis, p. 29.

^McKee,

p.

16.

^Ahmann and Glock,

pp. 85-86, 103-104.
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Aliman and Glock also indicate a simpler method

for obtaining a fairly accurate estimate of a product-

moment coefficient of correlation.

This estimate is

termed the tetrachoric correlation coefficient.

To

determine this approximation it is first necessary to
determine the per cent of pupils in the top half of both
A per cent table pub-

the test and criterion scores.

lished by Educational Testing Service can then be used
to obtain a correlation coefficient.

The per cent is

located in the table and the rough estimate of correlation
is listed next to it

The table used for this is repro-

.

duced below.

%

r

%

r

%

r

%

r

45
44
45
42
41
40

.95
.93
.91
.88
.85
.81
.77
.73

37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30

.69
.65
.60
.55
.49
.43
.37
.31

29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22

.25
.19
.13
.07
.00

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

-.25
-.31
-.37
-.43
-.49
-.55
-.60
-.65

39
38

-.07
-.13
-.19

Criterion-related validity— congruent validity
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.

A

test score may be correlated with previously validated
test as the criterion.^

55 Ibid., p.

577

54 Davis, p. 51-

The other test will most likely

^

.

^

relate to the newer test

and.

described in terms of this.

the validity must he
The correlation will be

high or low depending upon the common elements within
each test.
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Construct validity

.

Content validity mainly uses

a logical approach as its proof while predictive validity

relies heavily upon empirical study.

Construct validity

as described in the Standards for Educational and Psycho -

logical Tests and Manuals requires both logical and

empirical procedures

.

McKee points to the importance of determining
construct validity in tests which are designed to measure
traits that are difficult to interpret or poorly understood.

57
'

Ahmann and Glock define constructs as "human
characteristics assumed to exist in order to account for
some aspect of human behavior."^®

They stress the

importance of careful definition of the construct that
its validity may be obtained more accurately.

-^McKee, p. 15

^^French and Michael, pp. 13-14.

^McKee,

p. 15 •

^Ahmann and Glock,

p. 87.

Basically

in the process of validating the test, proof of the

theory behind the test is actually involved.

Construct validity is necessary in many types of
testing including achievement, aptitude and personalsocial adjustment

.

Specifically in achievement testing

involving study or reasoning skills, construct validity
becomes prerequisite.

In determining the total

signif-

icance of a particular type of aptitude test construct

validity is also vital.

Actually content, concurrent, and predictive
validity give some evidence for the existence of a
particular concept and construct which has yielded the
varying test scores.

If a prediction from a theory has

been made, and if the data supports the prediction, then
some evidence of the construct has been found.

If the

predictions and the data do not agree, then either the
59
theory or the test needs strengthening. '

The Educational Testing Service Bulletin, Number 5,

on "Selecting an Achievement Test: Principles and Pro-

cedures," defines construct validity as the "logical

inferences which can be drawn from indirect evidence

59 Ibid.,

pp. 87, 105.
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that the test measures what it is claimed to measure.

1,66

hypotheses are made about the nature of certain abilities
and tests can support these hypotheses.

Eventually, the

actual factors which make up the ability may be of

concern to the investigator. 61

Nunnally views both predictive and content validity
in an applied sense.

Predictive validity is most neces-

sarily involved in admission of students into colleges,
army training courses, decision-making concerning mental

patients, and job placement.

Content validity serves its

greatest use in measuring school achievement, comparing

training methods for accountants, and promotion of civil
service workers.

Construct validity exerts itself with the variables
found in the psychological sciences.

There is a need to

measure a variable at a certain moment in time.
be no specific content of behaviors.

such a variable.

There may

Intelligence is

In its case there may be no criterion

as there is no better measure of intelligence than the

Evaluation and Advisory Service Series, "Selecting an Achievement Test: Principles and Procedures"
(Princeton, N. J. Educational Testing Service, 1958), p. 8.
:

61

Ibid.

,

p. 9.
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intelligence test itself.

Even in an area such as

problem solving, no one could agree on the content of
the types of problems which constitute successful

problem solving behavior.

rq

In examples of abstract

behaviors the construct
is something that the scientist puts together
from his own imagination, something that does
not exist as an isolated, observable dimension
of behavior.
This construct represents an
hypothesis (usually only half-formed) that a
variety of behaviors will correlate with one
another in studies of individual differences
and/or will be similarly affected by experimental treatments.
63

The degree to which a test possesses construct validity

should be comparable to the extent to which its test

results are the same as all other possible tests of the
construct.

To validate a construct it is first neces-

sary to define what can be observed, then to determine
the correlations among the observables, and finally to

seek measures which will test the observables and thus
the construct.

Determining the observables amounts to

intuitively deciding what variables are relating to one
6
another. ^

One method of carrying this out follows.

^Nunnally, pp. 83-85.

^Ibid.
64-

Ibid.

,

p. 85-

,

p. 98.

Constructs A and B correlate positively (assume
true )

X is a measure of construct A (infer)
Y is a measure of construct B (assume true)
X and Y correlate positively (actually test)
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Nunnally interestingly enough, concludes that "the evidence obtained is not so much proof of the truth of the

theories as it is proof of their usefulness as guides to
empirical reality.

Cattell calls attention to three aspects of

validity and criterion.

First is the degree of abstrac-

tion of the referent criterion.

This continuum ranges

from a concrete example like a job skill to a conceptual

illustration like intelligence.

naturalness of the criterion.

Second is the degree of
This can vary from situa-

tions which could be placed in a natural environment to
those which must be observed in artificial situations.

Third is the degree of directness of validation.

In some

circumstances a direct correlation between a test and a

criterion could be obtained, while in others only circumstantial or an indirect correlation between the test and
things related to the criterion would be available.

Cattell favors the term concept validity over

^ Ibid

.

,

p. 95.

'Ibid.

,

p. 98.
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construct validity.

He feels that all concepts can be

expressed in measurement terms.

A concept can be stated

according to logic, theory, induction, etc., but the

investigator has the problem of avoiding the many pitfalls
of such definitions.

Constructs cannot be identified

because they are constantly changing and even factors are
most difficult to set apart

.

Cronbach and Meehl have written much concerning
construct validity.
validation.

They suggest several methods of

Two different groups can be given the same

test and group differences analyzed.

Cronbach, Meehl,

and Guilford, all agree that factors operate as constructs
and thus if two tests measure the same construct there
Studies of the

should be a correlation between the two.
internal structure of the test

neity of the test items

— give

— for

example, the homoge-

valuable information regard-

ing validity.

Cronbach and Meehl suggest a useful twist to predictive validity.

They defend testing, experimental

change, and then retesting to see its effect on the pre-

dictive ability of the test and in turn the definition

Cattell and Frank W. Warburton,
Objective Personality and Motivation Tests (Urbana, 111.:
University of Illinois Press, 1967 ) PP 5pS

^Raymond

B.

>

•
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of the construct.

They recommend studies of other

factors which influence a score on a mathematics test,
for example, reading ability.

They stress that rejecting

the null hypothesis is not strong enough for validity

but should be accompanied by statements regarding the
actual strengths of the test.

£)P>

Cronbach and Meehl illustrate a typical type of
question measured by construct validity.

'Does this test

of "interpretation of data" measure reading ability,

quantitative reasoning, or response sets?'

Thus test

behavior or performance should be a reflection of a
certain construct possessed by a group of people.

69

Loevinger views construct validity as the total
concept of validity and stresses the necessity of this
approach.

All other validity measures are secondary to

70
the study of traits.'

Campbell analyzes concept validity in detail.

He

finds it an old rather than new concept, as in validity

^Cronbach and Meehl,
69 Pbid.

,

pp. 251-255*

pp. 246-247.

7° Jane Loevinger, "Objective Tests as Instruments
Theory," Psychological Reports III
Psychological
of
,

(1957), P* 656.
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studies it is always necessary to

"be

concerned with.

traits. 21

Bechtoldt, on the other hand, does not support

construct validity.

He feels it is an unscientific and

unnecessary aspect of validity. 22

Prerequisites of Test Construction and Analysis
Constructing tests .

Ahmann states that paper-and-

pencil tests are suitable measures in areas of achievement, aptitude, and personal-social adjustment.

v

Ebel specifies the types of items which can

"be

Content items are "based

found in paper-and-pencil tests.
on recall of specific instruction.

Vocabulary items

infer knowledge of the meaning of a specific term.

Pact

items are based on specific observations or information.

Generalizations may be made on observations or experiments

21 Donald T. Campbell,

"Recommendations for APA Test
Standards Regarding Construct, Trait, or Discriminant
Validity," American Psychologist, XV (I960), p. 550.
22 Harold P. Bechtoldt, "Construct Validity: A
Critique," American Psychologist XIV (1959), P- 629.
,

25 J. Stanley Ahmann, Testing Student Achievements
and Aptitudes (New York: The Center for Applied Research
Education, Inc., 1962), p. 19-

m

,

,
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and may involve principles, trends, or conditions.

Understanding items require the explanation of acts or
interpretations of statements.

Applications imply

original responses regarding problems, procedures,

judgments or the like.^

Correcting for chance

.

Davis reports on the need

for correcting for the chance success on test items.

Minimizing correct scores based on guessing increases
test validity.

Particularly is this necessary in speeded,

true-false tests.
the test.

75^

Formulas can he applied depending on

The Test Service Bulletin No. 46 recommends

W
the use of the R -

formula,

where R

=

number of items correct

W

=

number of items wrong

N

=

total number of items.

76

Capacity and the Accomplishment Quotient

.

The term

capacity can be used in measurement in reference to

Furst Constructing Evaluation Instru ments (New York: Longmans, Green and Co. 1958), p. 505.

^Edward

J.

,

^Davis, pp. 86-87
? 6 Test

Service Bulletin, "The Correction for Guessing," No. 46 (New York: The Psychological Corporation,
January, 1954-), P« 14.

different rates of growth when similar opportunities have

been available.

Intellectual capacity is determined by

a school achievement test better than by an intelligence

test.

The Accomplishment Quotient (A.Q.) is a comparison

of scholastic achievement and intellectual achievement.^

Combining tests into a battery

.

The use of a

battery of tests is often recommended when there is need
for predicting practical criteria.

Rather than attempt-

ing to find one heterogeneous test which measures several

aspects of the criterion, it may be necessary to select
several homogeneous tests each of which measure some
aspect of the criterion.

In.

this case when prediction

from the battery is desirable, then one criterion score
can be obtained based on all the tests in the battery.

Each test would be correlated with the criterion and all
tests would be intercorrelated.

Then each test would be

weighted in direct proportion to its correlation with the
criterion and in inverse proportion to its correlation

with the other tests.

In this process the highest weight

would go to the test with the highest validity and the
least amount of overlap with the rest of the tests in the

77 Cureton, p. 650.

battery.

This method is called use of a multiple regres-

sion equation.^ ®
7

Factors which make a test invalid .

Cultural

factors can influence the validity of a test.

Aspects

of culture such as socioeconomic status, social class

structure, and differential sex roles can affect test
scores.

Response sets, as for example test taking habits,

can also influence test scores.

The pattern of working

for speed rather than accuracy and guessing when uncer-

tain can change test scores.

Increases in the reliability

of a test by adding more of a certain type of test item

may decrease the validity of the test.

Finally poor

directions to the test takers may detract from the
79
validity of the test score. y

The test manual .

The test manual should serve as

a vital source of information for the test user.

In it,

the criterion, when applicable, should be specified that
the user can know with what the test was correlated.

Characteristics of the sample as sex, age, educational

^Anastasi

,

p.

19-5.

J. Francis Rummerl,
and Evaluation
Measurement
to
Introduction
A Practical
1^5-194.
19b5j
Row,
pp.
(iMew York: harper and

7%.h. Remmers, N.L. Gage and
,

level, and socio-economic status will provide the user

with the nature of the group of pupils upon whom the
test was validated.

Besides these factors, the user

would want information on the test length, the test
difficulty, the specific characteristics of the test
items, and the validity of the total test. 80

Aptitude, achievement, and personality tests

.

Educational Testing Service specifies aptitude tests as
those indicating a learner's capacity to gain knowledge
or skills,.

Achievement tests assume that knowledge and

skills have been learned and attempt to measure the

degree of mastery.

Personality tests indicate basic

trends of the personality which help to define a student's

behavior.

81

Advantages of the multiple-choice form of testing

.

Perhaps the most important advantage of multiple-choice
testing is that the test scores from it lend themselves
more easily to research study and analysis.

advantages are supplemental to this.

Other

Por example, a

80 Ahmann and Glock,
p. 10581

Report of the President of Educational Testing
Service, Testing in Perspective and Context (Princeton,
N.J.: Educational Testing Service, Annual Report, 19601961), p. 12.

multiple-choice test is easier to score, it can be very
carefully prepared and represent a wider representation
op
of questions.

Tests and traits

.

A test is a form of measurement

which brings out a type of response from the individual.

Whatever it is that the test extracts is referred to as
the trait.

If a test has many similar items it is

termed homogeneous; this type of test is a stronger
measure of a trait.

Factor analysis as an intercorrela-

tion of tests reveals these traits.

For example, an

arithmetic reasoning test might be made up of a verbal
trait, a number trait, and a reasoning trait.
The correlation coefficient.

Ahmann and Glock

define the correlation coefficient as the number which is
the representative of the linear relationship between two

variables.

One formula for determining this has been

indicated.

(Refer to page

31.)

There is a simpler

method of getting a less accurate indication of the
Pears on-Product Moment Coefficient of correlation previously described.

82

Ibid.

,

This method of rough approximation is

p. 19.

83'Cure ton, pp. 6A7-648.
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termed the tetrachoric correlation coefficient.
to page

(Refer

40.)

Ahmann and Glock have made available a table which
lists for the various possible product-moment correlations, the per cent of improvement over chance which can
be anticipated.

The table below is another way of pro-

viding understanding and interpretation of the correlation coefficients.

FORECASTING EFFICIENCY OF PRODUCT-MOMENT
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS
OF VARIOUS SIZES
Coefficient of
Correlation

Index of Forecasting
Efficiency
100.0
85.9
75.7
68.8
56.4
40.0
28.6
20.0
15.4
8.4
4.6
2.0
0.5
0.0

1.00
0.99
0.97
0.95
0.90
0.90
0.70
0 60
0.50
0.40
0.50
0.20
0.10
0.00
.

Guilford writes of this table also.

84

He reports

that a correlation coefficient which is less than .50

84

Ahmann and Glock,

p-.

100.

•
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is in practical terms useless since its index of fore-

casting efficiency is less than 13.4 per cent.

However,

this index can be misleading at times because some

initially crude yet strong instruments will necessarily
have in their early stages of development low correla-

tions.^
Expectancy tables

Ahmann and Glock recommend the

.

usage of expectancy tables when the major concern is
of:

with broad categories.

Anastasi also supports the use

of expectancy tables.®^

Educational Testing Service

Bulletin, Number 38, reports on expectancy tables as they

relate to test validity.

These tables appear particularly

useful to simplify explanations.

An expectancy table is basically a grid containing
On one side will be the test

a certain number of cells.

score and on an adjacent side the criterion score.

Based

upon previous data, per cent predictions can be made
regarding a student's chances for success according to

^Guilford,

p.

399

^Ahmann and Glock,
87 Anastasi, p. 130.

p.

101.

%
oo

his test score.

Item validity and analysis .

Anastasi refers to the

validity of an item as its discriminative value.

She is

looking for the degree of correlation between the response
on an item in the test and on the criterion. 09

Noll is also concerned with the discriminative

strength of items.

He specifies curricular validity as

the scores on the total test being valid.

He also writes

of validity strengthened through analysis of items.

An

item would be valid if it were correctly answered by a

higher proportion of those who score highly on the test
as compared to those who do riot.

An item which everyone

answers correctly or which no one answers correctly

would have no discriminative value in the testing situation. 90

Travers offers a warning regarding item difficulty
as a method of validation analysis.

He feels that growth

as shown through higher scoring by grades may have come

—

88

Test Service Bulletin, "Expectancy Tables A Way
of Interpreting Test Validity," Ho. 58 (New York: The
Psychological Corporation, December, 194-9), p. 145r

89 Anastasi, p. 155

90 Noll,

pp. 75-74-.

.
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independently of the educational objectives which a
test is suppose to measure. qi

Factor analysis

.

There has been interest in and

awareness of a factor theory for some time.

L.L.

Thurstone (1958) found six factors in his administration
of fifty-six tests to University of Chicago students.

From these verbal, number, spatial, word fluency, memory,
and reasoning factors, he developed his tests for

primary mental abilities.
Today some general factor accounts for fifty per
cent of the variance in test scores according to Cronbach.

The influence of the general factor is even greater in

children.

The remaining variance can be attributed to

specific factors.

Based on the concept that ability factors do exist,
the process of factor analysis has emerged.

In this,

many variables found in several tests are explained in
terms of factors.

Just because a test has a different

name it is not considered to measure a different ability.

Factor analysis thus helps to describe what the test
measures

M. Travers, How to Make Achievement Tests
p.
The Odyssey Press,
,

^Robert
(New York:

19W

The common means of determining a factor can be

described in simplified terms.

Two tests are corre-

lated and the square of the correlation suggests the
amount of overlap between the two test scores and the

degree to which the two tests are measuring the same
attributes.

A factor is labelled specific if it can

only be found in one test being studied.

It is called

a group factor if it is seen in more than one test, and
a general factor if found in all tests.

Davis classifies factor analysis as an empirical

Judgmental type of validity.

Subjective Judgment is

involved in the recognition of factors but experimental
_

.

data is necessary

m
.

correlating test scores.

oxv

Nunnally describes factor analysis as of value
because it clarifies and supports construct validity.
Tests can be developed which are related to the construct
and actually correlated with the other tests as proof of
04
validity. y

Gulliksen describes a usage of factor analysis in

^Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological
Testing (New York: Harper and Brothers, I960), pp. 250265
.

^Davis,

p.

^Nurrnal ly

,

55*

p

.
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^

determining intrinsic content validity.

In situations

where there is no measurable criterion, a factor study
can be made

J

'

.

Relevance and reliability.
relevance and reliability.

Cureton defines both

Relevance is the ratio

between what the test is suppose to measure and what it
actually measures.

Reliability is the consistency with

which the test measures.
Cattell elaborates on test consistency.

When the

same people are given the same test on different occasions, then reliability has been measured.

When the

same people on the same occasion are administered different subtests of the test, then homogeneity has been

measured.

When the same test on the same occasion is

given to different groups of people, then the transferability of the test is being measured.

In general then,

the aim of the tester is to devise a test which will

measure a certain concept regardless of the variation in
97
occasions, sub-tests or people.

^Harold o. Gulliksen, Theory of Mental Tests
(Rew York: Wiley, 1950), pp. 222-241.
^Cureton,

p.

^Cattell, pp.

622.
34-8-350;.

Spearman- Brown Formula

.

Guilford relates validity

(accuracy of a test) to reliability (consistency of a
test).

Validity is dependent upon reliability.

bility in turn is dependent upon test length.

ReliaThe longer

the test, the better chance that it is reliable.

Since

validity is affected by reliability, it is also influenced
by test length.

The Spearman-Brown Formula is used as an

indicator of increase in validity based on the number of
times the test is lengthened.

The formula is written as

follows

r

nx.y

correlation of variable y
with test x increased by
ratio n

where r mc.y

r

^

=

correlation of y with x in
original length

n

=

ratio by which length of x is
changed

=

reliability of x

r

^®J.P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New York:
406-40'/.““
McGraw Hill*Book Co., 195*0, PP-
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Role of Quantitative Judgment in
Mathematics Curriculum

Current research evaluators stress the vital need
for mathematical evaluation programs which include many

concomitant aspects of mathematical reasoning.

Among

these are "growth in ability to make judgments in quanti-

tative situations, ability to do mental arithmetic,

attitudes toward arithmetic, appreciation of the uses of
arithmetic, and other outcomes.

QQ

Purposes of mathematics instruction

.

There are

many summaries of the purposes of mathematics instruction.
Two such reasons for studying mathematics are listed by

Dienes.

These are to (l) satisfy the "needs of everyday

life" and (2) provide for the "needs of scientific

progress."

Both of these imply a need for many learnings

including the ability to make quantitative judgments.

10 ^'

The role of mathematics in the progress of civili-

zation is not only interesting but prerequisite to

continued survival.

Neither the radio, television, nor

J. Glennon and Leroy G. Callahan,
Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: AssocSchool
Elementary
and Curriculum Development, DnA,
Supervision
iation for
1968), pp. 83-84.

^Vincent

Dienes, Building up Mathematics (London:
Hutchinson Educational Co. / i960; pT 91
,
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the atomic "bomb, for examples, could have been invented

without the prior discovery of certain mathematics

necessary to their functioning.

In the last fifty or

more years mathematical knowledge has increased to
include more new mathematics than was ever before known
to man.

The future progress of civilization in a tech-

nological sense hinges on the type of mathematical

instruction and evaluation which can be developed. 101
One of the more recently recognized curricular

mathematics is that of interpreting and solving quantitative experiences found in daily existence.

This will

continue to be a very important part of mathematics

instruction in the future as it develops an ability
important to the survival of both the individual and the
.

community.
,

102

That quantitative judgment situations can be

experienced in the environment is easily demonstrated,
as this type of estimation is based upon fundamental

measures.

Intervals of length, mass, weight, and time

101

Donald D. Paige, Robert E. Willcutt, and Jerry
M. Wagenblast, Elementary Mathematics (Boston: Princle,
Weber, and Schmidt, Inc., 1969 ) p. 27.
,

1(

^Frances Flournoy, Elementary School Mathematics

(Few York: The Center for Applied Research in Education,
Inc., 1968), p. 62.

.
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in their simplest form are evidenced in daily experi-

ences.

On a more complex level, the "geometric

properties, together with time, become the fundamental

magnitudes of science: distance

,

angle

,

and time

In each of the above it is scientifically understood that perfect measures are impossible.

Whether

using quantitative judgment or a measuring instrument
to determine magnitudes, there will be some degree of

inexactness and thus estimation. 104

Newbury stresses that the element of guessing

necessary in mathematical estimation is a vital part of
children's educational experiences.

It is so very

important that children learn to make an individual

estimation of the result before seeing or experiencing
its demonstration.

105

Newbury believes that the time and effort involved
in not only the estimating or guessing but also the

actual carrying out of the experiences to check on said

105 William L. Schaaf, Basic Concepts of Elementary
Mathematics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1505/,
p. 200*

I04 Ibid.
10

,

p. 291.

^M.F. Newbury, "Quantitative Aspects of Science
at the Primary Atage," The Arithmetic Teacher XIV, No. 8
(December, 1967), p. 641.

estimation is most prerequisite in children's educational preparation.

The excitement generated by such

experiences guarantees success in motivation and learning.

Very specific examples of such projects are

"calculating the number of worms in the school field,
the weight of leaves on a tree, and the weight of the

school itself.
In the past, this type of mathematics was consid-

ered inappropriate for children because of its level of

difficulty.

With the newer mathematics programs it is

recognized that activities of this type when presented
on their level are both exciting and meaningful to

children.

Newbury furthermore encourages a correlation

between mathematics and science at this stage in the
curriculum.

The two go hand in hand in most projects of

this type and it is impossible to differentiate between

their respective roles.

Adler points out that "this kind of extrapolation
of a rule beyond the domain in which it has been

verified is not necessarily a mistake.

106 rbid.
10

W.

,

p. 644.

In fact

,
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scientists are doing it all the time, only they call it

scientific prediction."

1

DR

This type of mathematics easily fits into a basic

program.

As different phases of a mathematics program

are presented, applications in the fields of estimation

and reasoning can he made.

Many of these are easily

suited to the basic social problems which are usually
included.

Stokes goes as far as to state that "the major
goal of number study is the development of quantitative

thinking."

He believes it is within the nature of the

child to approach life through questioning and inquiry;
it should require little effort to transfer this to

number situations.

This type of methodology for the

study of number is most important in the growth of

mathematical reasoning.

Interestingly enough, in several of Weaver and

108 Irving Adler, Mathematics and Mental Growth
(New York: The John Day Co., 1^68,), p. 56.
10<

^Charles E. Howard and Enoch Dumas, Basic Pro
and
Heath
D.C.
cedures in Teaching Arithmetic (Boston:
Co., 1965), P- 5H0.

110

Newton Stokes, Teaching the Meanings of
Arithmetic (New York: Appleton-Oenrury-Crofts IncT
C.

,

195D,

PP-

11, 27.

Brawley's descriptions of mathematically gifted children,
reference is made to quantitative reasoning.
1.

Sensitivity to, awareness of, and
curiosity regarding quantity and the
quantitative aspects of things within
the environment

2.

Quickness in perceiving, comprehending,
understanding, and dealing effectively
with quantity and quantitative aspects
of things within the environment.

3.

Ability to think and work abstractly
and symbolically when dealing with
quantity and quantitative ideas.

A. Ability to communicate quantitative

ideas effectively to others, both
orally and in writing, and readily to
receive and assimilate quantitative
ideas in the same ways.
5.

(Omitted as does not apply to quantitative reasoning.)

6.

Ability to think and perform in quantitative situations in a flexible rather
than a stereotyped manner; with insight,
imagination, creativity, originality,
self-direction, independence, eagerness,
concentration, and persistence.

7.

(Omitted as does not apply to quantitative reasoning.)

8.

Ability to transfer learning to new
or novel "untaught" quantitative situa-

HI

tions.

Fred Weaver and Cleo Fisher Brawley "Enrich
ing the Elementary School Mathematics Program for More
Capable Children," Journal of Education CLXII No. 1
(Boston University, School Qf Education, October, 1959)
,

,

p. 6.

,

6?

Although concern with the quantitative aspects of mathematics is not solely a program for the gifted, it is
seen that this level of reasoning is highly applicable
to their learnings. IIP

Guilford notes that Inhelder and Piaget in their
studies have been concerned with the development of

quantitative relations and have recognized that these
abilities are somewhat positively correlated with

chronological age.

Guilford also refers to Elkind who discusses the
development of concepts of quantity as related to substance, weight, and volume.

.These too are reported to

correlate highly with increasing age. 22 ^
In Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives

reference to those abilities classified as quantitative
is made under the description of the sixth and highest

level of cognitive development

— that

of evaluation.

This again indicates the complexity of this skill.

114

Deans makes a comment which stresses the importance

112
11

Ibid.

^Guilford, pp. 430-431.

^^Benjamin S. Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives (New York: David JdcKay Co. Inc., 1936/, p. 207,

of non- computational abilities.

Specifically Deans

states that the new mathematics must include, "ways of

solving problems without pencil and paper or with a

minimum of recording." 11 ^
The areas of relevant and related research des-

cribed in the preceding pages indicate the role which

testing plays in education.

There is a rather specific

procedure which must be adhered to in the development of
an adequate test.

However, this process is only the

beginning of bringing a test from its crude to more refined stages.

Analysis via correlation coefficients,

item analysis, and subjective judgmental study must be

honestly reported that future test users can determine
the relative measure which test scores provide.

Finally,

even the most valid and reliable of tests is viewed as
only one of many possible indices of an individual or a

group
The particular test to be refined in this study is
in an area of mathematics only slightly defined.

Along

with the challenge of working with something relatively
new, this demands utmost caution in forming analyses and

drawing conclusions.

Deans, Elementary School Mathematics
New Directions (Washington,* D.C.: U.fcJ. Government Printing Office, 1^63) P« 12.

^Edwina

»

•
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AHD PROCEDURES
The Development of the Test of Quantitative
Judgment (Form H)

Hall recognized the need for a test of quantitative
Judgment.

This became evident in part through the reviews

of existing mathematical tests which showed the lack of

materials for evaluation in this area.

With the changing

mathematics curriculum and the emphasis upon understandings, the importance of such a test was even more evident.^

-

The first step in the creation of the Original Test
of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was the writing of the

To develop these it was necessary to refer to the

items.

definition of quantitative Judgment.
By quantitative thinking, or quantitative Judgment, we refer to the individual's ability to
apply number and mathematical concepts and
processes to quantitative situations encountered
socially both within and outside of the classroom environment. Quantitative Judgment includes

1

Donald E. Hall, "The Ability of Intermediate Grade
Children to Deal with Aspects of Quantitative Judgment."
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, School of Education,
Boston University, 1965), p. 3-4-

7fi

thinking about amounts, estimating or guessing
intuitively relative to bow much, how many, how
tar and./ or how large
2
.

Hall had chosen to work with pupils in grades four,
five and six mainly because his area of specialization

was in elementary school mathematics.

By restricting his

sample to these grade levels he was able to administer a

written test provided he controlled the vocabulary level
to insure its appropriateness.

Since it was determined

that the test would be administered to intermediate-grade

pupils, the items needed to be those common to a large

majority of this group.

The questions, designed to

measure quantitative judgment, included items about size,
weight, length, amount, distance, time, money, volume,

and area.

In writing the items it became important not to

draw on experiences which favored one sex over the other.

And individual item might be one with which boys had had
more experience than girls (fishing) or girls more than
boys (cooking).

The test as a whole, however, should give

each sex an equal chance at indicating ability in quantit at ive

j

udgment

.

,

pp. A-5-

^Ibid.

,

pp. 6-7-

^Ibid

^

1

7

A multiple choice type of test was chosen for

several reasons.

(1) This type of test is "free from

factors of skill in expression and penmanship."

may

'

(2) It

provide an adequately representative sample of the

topics covered."

(3)

It "can he scored with high consist-

ency irom scorer to scorer."

Most of these advantages are

the same ones that allow for ease in statistical analysis,

an aid to the researcher.

A suitable question might be:

"We have the greatest

number of things in a pail of (A) apples, (B) eggs, (C)
potatoes (D) grapes."

The student would not need to weigh

or measure any of these common foods.

to know their specific size.

He would not have

He would have to make a quan-

titative judgment in order to estimate which item would

require the greatest number to fill a pail.^
A specific use was made of the distractors as plausible errors in estimation. 6

In the previous example,

q

Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Measure ment and Evaluation in Psychology and Education (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1961;, p. 4-9.
,

^Hall, pp. 5-6.

Epstein and S. Myers, "How a Mathematics Test
is Born," The Mathematics Teacher LI (April, 1958),
,

pp. 299- 30U
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the three incorrect choices

— apples,

eggs, and potatoes

would he chosen only if there were an error in quantitative judgment

,

hut they are relatively close enough in

size to he reasonable distractors.

In other questions,

the distractors varied from being all larger than the

correct response, all smaller, or a combination of some

larger and some smaller according to their relevance in
the question.

There was no discernible pattern to the

relationship of the incorrect stems to the correct one,
however.
In the pilot study for the first Test of Quantitative Judgment there were fifty-two items which were

administered to 161 pupils.

Then on the basis of item

analysis (explained in detail when applied in this study)
twelve items were eliminated leaving a total of forty
items

These forty items which constituted the first Test
of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) were then ranked accord-

ing to level of difficulty from easy to most difficult

based on the number of correct responses to each item.
The test was then divided into two parts while still in

this easy-difficult ranking and the two parts were dove-

tailed as follows:
item twenty-two,

.

item one, item twenty-one, item two,
..,

item twenty, item forty.

This WdS
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done

"to

avoid having all

"the

easy items at the beginning

and all the difficult ones at the end.

It was anticipated

that the examinees would be encouraged to complete the

questions when there were items on which they could

succeed all the way through the

7

test."'

The Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was

administered to 704 pupils.

The results of this testing

were then subjected to analysis of data. 0
The results of the analysis of the Test of Quantita-

tive Judgment (Form H) showed that the test was measuring

aspects of quantitative judgment with differences in means

by grades but not by sex.

In the Hall study of Form H,

quantitative judgment was demonstrated to be something
other than problem solving skill or general intelligence.

Item analysis determined questions which were strong as
9
well as those which needed revision. y
•

•

The Development of the Test of Quantitative
Judgment (Form T)

All of these results pointed toward the test as useful for measuring quantitative judgment in intermediate-

'Hall, pp. 50-55-

®Ibid.

,

p.

^ Ibid.

,

pp. 72

8.

,

81-82.

?4

grade pupils.

It was recognized that refinement of the
test was needed. 10 The writer took three steps in this

direction.

Items were classified from strong to weak

according to criteria established by Cristiani (explained
in detail when applied in this study). 11

(1) The strong

items were selected from the Test of Quantitative Judgment

(Form H) to become a part of the Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Form T)

.

(2) The weak items were either elimin-

ated from Form T or rewritten.
to be included in Form T.

(3) New items were devised

Details of this procedure follow

Using both Fan tables 12 and Cristiani selection
criteria, thirty items from the original Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) were chosen to be included in the

second Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T)

Analysis Table was used by Hall.

.

Fan's Item

This method is based on

the raw scores of the top twenty-seven per cent and bottom

twenty-seven per cent of pupils in a study.

Indices of

item difficulty and item discrimination are determined by

1Q

Ibid

.

,

p.

88.

11

Vincent Cristiani and Others, "A study of the
Mathematical Understandings Possessed by Prospective
Elementary School Teachers" (Unpublished Master's thesis,
School of Education, Boston University, 1954), P* 1912

Chung-Teh Fan, Item. Analysis Table (Princeton, N.J
Educational Testing Service, 1958), pp. 2-5.

)

computation and use of the tables.

A study by Cristiani

provides guidelines for the selection of items with appropriate indices.

(Fan tables and Cristiani selection

criteria will be explained in detail in the analysis
sections.

Pilot study

.

The writer then prepared over 100 new

items to be used in the second Test of Quantitative Judg-

ment (Form T)

.

These were designed in accordance with the

definition of quantitative judgment written by Hall.

The

emphasis again was on those types of questions which would

necessitate the use of quantitative judgment for correct
responses.

The pupils would be thinking mathematically

rather than computing.

The reading level was kept as

simple as possible with basically a language of daily con-

versation to avoid confusion over technical terms.

All

questions were multiple-choice with four alternatives.
The alternatives were designed to represent inaccurate

replies and misunderstandings, rather than arithmetical
errors.

The 100 new items were then examined by topics,

position of correct answers, and face validity,

nrom

these, thirty items were chosen which appeared to meet the

objectives of the constructor and would seem meaningful to

both the test user and the examinee.

This was the first

source of items for the pilot study.

Thirty other items were also selected:

(1) revised

questions which had been written for hut not used on the
first Test of Quantitative Judgment (form H)

,

(2)

sugges-

tions written by other graduate students in classes and

collected during several years, (3) six questions re-

written from the first Test of Quantitative Judgment
(form H) in which the roots and stems of the items were

reversed (items one, eighteen, nineteen, twenty- two,
twenty-seven, twenty-eight) to improve the questions.

In

total there were sixty items which would constitute the

pilot test.

Item analysis of the pilot test would elim-

inate the weakest items from the final form.
In the pilot test the number of the correct alterna-

tives A, B, C, and D were distributed as follows in order
that there would be comparable numbers of each.
TABLE

1

DISTRIBUTION Of TEST ANSWER POSITIONS

Position
of Answer

Writer
Items

1

s

Miscellaneous
(Defined above)

Totals
(4)

(1)

(2)

(3)

A

7

8

15

B

8

7

15

C

8

7

15

D

7

8

15

30

30

60

Totals

77

The order of responses was varied to prevent any apparent

pattern to the examinee.
A listing was also made of the topics under which
each item was categorized.

The occurrence of topics with-

in the test was then indeterminately arranged.
The pilot test was administered

intermediate-grade classrooms.

"by

the writer in six

Table 2 shows the distri-

bution of the sample population by grade and sex.
TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE POPULATION
BY GRADE AND SEX— PILOT STUDY

Grade

Boys

A

52

18

50

5

24

25

47

6

50

24

5H

Total

86

65

151

Girls

Total

The pilot tests for the 151 pupils were hand scored;
the raw test score was the total number of correct re*

sponses.

The data was analyzed and agreed with the find-

ings of Hall.

Then each item was examined by item

analysis according to its discrimination power by grade
and sex and its relative difficulty level.

Using this
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method, thirty items were selected from the pilot test

to he included in the Test of Quantitative Judgment

(Form T).

1:>

Preparation for Form T

.

The writer had thirty items

from the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Porm H) and thirty
items from the Test of Quantitative Judgment (sixty-item

pilot study).

Both sets were ranked according to high to

low item successes as easy to difficult.

The two parts

were then dove-tailed as follows.
Item #1. The first ranked item from Porm H.
Item #2. The sixteenth ranked item from the pilot
study.

Item #3. The first ranked item from the pilot study.
Item #4. The sixteenth ranked item from Porm H.

Item #57* The fifteenth ranked item from Porm H.
Item #58. The thirtieth ranked item from the pilot
study.

Item #59. The fifteenth ranked item from the pilot
study.

Item #60. The thirtieth ranked item from Porm H.

Again this was done that the examinee would he motivated
to complete the test.

A final check was made to make certain that there was
no letter pattern to the responses.

The test was then

Tuttle, "The Refinement of a Test of
Quantitative Judgment." (Unpublished master's thesis.
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, 1965),
pp. 42-54.

^Cynthia

L.
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ready for administration to a new population. 1 ^

Administration of the Test of Quantitative
Judgment (Form T)
The Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T) was admin-

istered in twenty-four public school classrooms.

Specif-

ically this involved eight fourth grades, eight fifth
grades, and eight sixth grades.

In all there were 292 hoys

and 345 girls for a total of 637 pupils in the study.

The

classrooms were considered normal in the range of pupil

ability as there was hetereogeneous grouping with some
slower, some average, and some higher achievement pupils

in each class.

In the fourth grades there was a range of

twenty-one to thirty-six pupils per classroom; in the

fifth grades, twenty to twenty-eight pupils per classroom;
in the sixth grades, twenty-one to thirty- two pupils per

classroom.

This testing was actually administered to all

fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in the community spreading

over five different elementary schools.

The number of

boys and girls at each grade level are indicated in the

following table.

14

Ibid., p. 67

.

HO

TABLE

5

NUMBER OE PUPILS BY GRADE AND SEX

Boys

Girls

Total

Grade 4

93

132

225

Grade

5

92

103

195

Grade 6

107

110

217

292

3^5

637

Totals
The community

.

The community in which the test was

administered, is large enough to he considered a city.

contains Loth residential and industrial areas.

It

There are

institutes of higher learning within ten to fifteen miles
_

of the community.

Method of administration

.

The Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Form T) was administered by the same person in
each classroom.

This was done to avoid variations in test

scores due to different methods of test administration.
The following directions were read

to each class.

This is a test that can show how well you
make quantitative judgment about ordinary things
that are all around you everywhere.
Each question has four answers after it.
Think what the question means and use your best
judgment in choosing the answer. If you cannot
think of the answer to a question, go on to the
rest and come back to the ones that give you

trouble wben you have finished all the others.
If you do not know the answer leave the space
blank; but if you think you know, then answer
what you think it should be. Work as fast as
you can but be careful when placing your answers,
bo not guess, but read carefully and think.
15
The same directions had been given to the students when
the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was admin-

istered and in the pilot study which permitted the

selection of thirty items for the Test of Quantitative
Judgment (Form T).
The rationales for the directions and the type of

test are as follows.
(1) A multiple-choice type of item was used

because it provided a standard, comparable
form of responding which was easily scored.

Moreover, the test raw scores in multiplechoice tests lend themselves to statistical
analysis.
(2) The pupils are encouraged to answer the

questions to the best of their ability but
to leave the answer blank rather than to

guess wildly.

This direction is aimed at

preventing test score distortion due to

15’Hall, p. 104.

^2

guessing.
(

3)

The test is not timed, the pupils are allowed
to have the number of minutes each pupil needs
to make his best choices.

This then is consid-

ered a power rather than a speeded test.

The

analysis design includes the application of the

Kuder-Richardson formula 20 which must be used
with power tests.
Besides the directions which were read to the classes,
two sample questions were written on the first page of the

test to be worked through and answered before the formal

testing began.

The purpose of the two sample questions was

to get the pupils ready for the type of testing and thus

thinking which would follow.
Other information collected

.

The following data was

collected for each child: sex, grade, chronological age,
intelligence quotient.

The items of sex and grade were

recorded to be used in the analysis of data for testing of
means.

Chronological age and intelligence quotient were

recorded to indicate the type of population tested.
Scoring

.

The tests for the 637 pupils in the study

were scored by machine.

The raw score was the total number

of correct responses on each test.

method of test scoring.

Davis supports this

It, is assumed that items are o±

equal importance, and the same value (positive one) is

assigned to

each,

correct answer which represents success-

ful performance.

A value of zero is given for each

incorrect response.

As the development of a test pro-

gresses and as items are continually screened for their

appropriateness to the test, the items being to reach

toward the assumption of actually being equally important.

/Moreover,/ the correspondence of fixed- value
scores and increments in the property measured
by these tests is usually considered sufficiently
close to permit performing ordinary mathematical
operations (such as addition, subtraction, multi16
plication, and division) with the scores.
Since this test is not timed it is considered a

power test, rather than a speeded test.

The pupils are

given as much time as they need to complete all the items
They are encouraged not

to the best of their judgment.

to guess but to leave blank items which they do not know.

For these reasons a correction lor guessing factor is not
needed.
At this point in the dissertation the second form
of the Test of Quantitative Judgment had been administered
to a new population.

The raw test scores along with

Measurements and
Davis, Educational
Publitkm-^
Wadsworth
Their Interpretation (Belmont Cal
Co., Inc., 1964), p. 4.

^Frederick

B.

^

.

:

related data were then available for analysis.

Basically,

this procedure is one of refining the Test of Quantitative
Judgment.

Largely this is accomplished through the study

of the effects of item analysis.

All of this is designed

to indicate some of the validities of the test.

.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA
A specific set of

Hats,

was collected, for tHis study

to determine some of the validities of the Test of Quanti-

tative Judgment (Form T)

.

It will he possible to compare

the results of this data analysis with the conclusions

derived from the study of the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H)
Tests Concerning Means

Differences between means

.

The raw score means were

computed for both boys and girls at each grade level and
are reported in Table 4 which follows.

TABLE 4

RAW SCORE MEANS BY SEX AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

Grade

Boys

Girls

Observed
Difference

4

36.33

33.20

3-13

5

38.72

37.10

1.62

6

40.71

39.59

1 • 1 OJ

i
—

i
—

P6

The Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T) was

designed to

"be

used with "both sexes at each grade level.

The writer was concerned with whether or not the observed

differences "between the grade level sample means for hoys
and girls could he due to chance or whether or not the
samples came from populations whose means were unequal.
By letting u^ and

(grade four hoys versus girls)

u^ and u^ (grade five hoys versus girls)

,

,

and u^ and u^

(grade six hoys versus girls) represent the true means

which would have heen obtained if all pupils in every
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade had heen tested, it was

possible to evaluate the following hypothesis at the
0.05 and 0.01 levels of significance.
H

0

Hq

•

:

u

~

u

“

-

2

’

Uq / u 2

,

q

u^ / u

U
(3

^
ZJ _,

u^ / u
6

The null hypothesis (H Q ) is that the means for hoys and
girls do not differ at each grade level.
The writer did not know the true variance of the

populations from which these samples were drawn; however,
it was believed that they were normally distributed.

This being the case

,

the t distribution was used accord-

ing to the following formula.

«7

(X
t

1

X

-

(u

-

2)

x

-

u

2)

=

o

/

n-j^)

+

(

^2

/ n2 )

where X

=

sample means

u

=

population means

=

variance

=

I as used for number in sample
by Dixon and Massey

s

2

n

The degrees of freedom (f) were determined as follows.

n^

inhere

s

n

2

+ 1

n^ + 2

=

variance

=

S as used for number in sample
1
by Dixon and Massey

The raw score variances were needed for this formula.

Table

5

lists these.

Dixon and Frank J. Massey, Jr., Intro duction to Statistical Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., 1957), P* 1-24.
-'-Wilfrid J.

,

TABLE 5

RAW SCORE VARIANCE BY SEX
AT EACH GRADE LEVEL

Grade

Boys

Girls

4

51.46

49.52

5

51.68

38.44

6

54.94

39.36

The nimher in each sample was also necessary as in Table 6.

TABLE 6

NUMBER IN SAMPLE BY SEX AT
EACH GRADE LEVEL

Grade

Boys

Girls

4

93

132

5

92

103

6

107

110

The results of the t-tests are listed in Table 7*

TABLE

7

RESULTS OE T-TESTS BY SEX AT
EACH GRADE LEVEL

Grade
Boys versus
Girls

t

Value

0.05 Level

0.01 Level

of

of

Significance

Significance

4

**3.25

1.96

2.58

5

1 66

1.96

2.58

6

1.30

1.96

2.58

.

^Significant at the five per cent level
*

^Significant at the one per cent level
The null hypothesis was rejected at both the five

and one per cent levels for grade four, hoys versus girls,

and accepted at both levels for the grades five and six,
hoys versus girls.

For the fourth grade the alternate

hypothesis of unequal means for sexes was accepted.
In the Hall study of Form H there were found no

statistically significant differences in test score means

between hoys and girls at any of the grade levels.

2

ln

at the
the present study there were found similar results

^Donald E. Hall, "The Ability of Intermediate Grade
Children to Deal with Aspects of Quantitative Judgment
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, School of Education,
Boston University, 1965), P% 62.
_

fifth, and sixth grade levels hut not at the fourth.

Table 8 and the discussion which follows are an analysis
In studying this table a comparison of the

of this.

means of intelligence quotients, chronological ages, and
scores on the Test of Quantitative Judgment will be made

by sex at each grade level.

Since the inconsistency in

means was at the fourth grade level, the emphasis will be

upon comparing that level with the fifth and sixth.
TABLE 8

MEANS BY GRADE AND SEX OE INTELLIGENCE
QUOTIENTS, CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND
QUANTITATIVE JUDGMENT TEST SCORES

Means

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Male IQ
Eemale IQ

100.78
107-99

105.23
107.33

106. 47

Male Age (Months)
Eemale Age (Months)

124.12
122.66

135-76
134.04

146. 55

36.33
33.20

38.72
37.10

40.71
39.59

Male Score
Eemale Score

110.81

145.15

The difference in male-female intelligence quotient

means at the fourth grade level was 7*21; at the fifth and
sixth grade levels, 2.10 and 4.34, respectively.

That the

mean intelligence quotients for females was arithmetically
higher at all grade levels tested does not appear to

ha've

9i

contributed to the statistically significant difference
by sex in the fourth grade mean scores on the Test of

Quantitative Judgment.

It can be observed that the mean

scores for males on the Test of Quantitative Judgment

were arithmetically higher at all grade levels.
The arithmetical differences in male-female chrono-

logical age means in months at the fourth grade level was
1.46; at the fifth and sixth grade levels 1.72 and 1.40,

respectively.

The difference in chronological age means

by sex at each grade level does not appear to have con-

tributed to the statistically significant difference by
sex in mean score at the fourth grade level on the Test
of Quantitative Judgment.

Suggestions can be made regarding other factors

which could have contributed to the significant difference in quantitative judgment mean scores by sex at the

fourth grade level.

The teaching methodology and/or the

curriculum content applied in the fourth grade classrooms
could have been such that the males were better prepared.

Both the school and home backgrounds of the fourth grade
males could have been so different from the experience of
the females that this experiential factor determined the

significantly higher male test scores.

Perhaps the fourth

grade males were more intrinsically interested in the
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quantitative judgment-related, curriculum (i.e., problemsolving, arithmetical reasoning, geometric study of area)

and thus scored significantly higher on the test.

In the

future administration of this test to different samples
of pupils, additional information will become available

regarding test differences between males and females at
the fourth grade level.

The raw score means were also computed for grades

and are reported below.

TABLE 9

RAW SCORE ME AES BY GRADE

Grade

Mean

A

3^.50

5

57.86

6

40.14

The use of the F— test allows the making of inferences

about the sizes of these means.

U

2

By letting u 1 (grade four),

(grade five), and u^ (grade six) represent the orue

means which would have been obtained if all pupils in every
followfourth, fifth, and sixth grade had been tested, the
ing hypotheses were made.

93

V
H]i

•

11

u

q

"u^

^

2

~\i^

’

^

u
u

u

q

u^

x

,

u

~~

2

3

u^ ^

u^?

The null hypothesis (H^) is that the means do not differ
"by

The following formulas were used.

grades.

TABLE 10

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS-OE- VARIANCE TABLE

Sum of Squares

T

Means

L

2

it

n

-

ZW

2

tt

2

k

-

1

Sm

n

-

k

s

n

i

Within

Total

T
x

Mean Square

df

r ht

2
2

p

2

T

n - 1

n

where Sum of Squares of Means

-

(the sum Oi the.toual of
all the scores in each
grade squared divided. by
the number of scores in
each grade) minus (the
total of all the scores
squared divided by the
total number of scores)
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Sum of Squares Within

-

(the sum of all scores
squared) minus (the sum of
the total of all the scores
in each grade squared)

Total

=

(the sum of all the scores
squared) minus (the total
°T 3-11 the scores squared
divided by the total number
of scores)

n

=

h as used by Dixon and Massey

k - 1

=

number of degrees of freedom
among grades

n

- k

=

number of degrees of freedom
for the pooled estimate of
the variance (sum of squares
within groups)

n

- 1

=

number of degrees of freedom
of the total

s
S

2

=

sum of squares of means
divided by k - 1

M

2

s

P

=

sum of squares within divided
- k
3

by n

The results from applying these computations are listed
in Table 11.

y

Dixon and Massey, p. 149.
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TABLE 11

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Category
Means

Within
Total

*

**

Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

3408.80

2

1704.40

30974.52

6'34

34383.32

636

48.86

F Ratio

F=1704.40= **34.88
48.86
F_
F_

g5
99

(2,634)

=

3-00

(2,634)

=

4.61

Significant at the five per cent level
Significant at the one per cent level
Since the observed F

(2,634)

=

=

34.88 is greater than F

3.00 and F ^(2,634)

=

4.61, the hypothesis of

equal means is rejected at both the five and one per cent
levels.

The alternate hypothesis of unequal means between

and within grades is accepted.
The results of this analysis are comparable to those

found in the Hall study of Form H.

In it there was also

reported a statistically significant difference between
and within the grade level means at both the five and one

per cent levels.

^Hall, p. 64.

Estimate of Reliability
There are several approaches and interpretations

used in the estimation of the reliability of a test.
These are reviewed in Chapter II.

Basically, however,

reliability concerns itself with the variation in test
scores which would be evidenced if a test were given at

different times to the same group of people.

Thus the

consistency of the test scores is indicated.
The Kuder-Richardson formula 20 was selected to

estimate the reliability of the Test of Quantitative

Judgment (Eorm T)

.

This method is considered appropriate

for homogeneous (concerned with one ability) tests and

power (untimed) tests rather than speeded (timed).
This formula is described as follows.

r

s

n
xx

2

x

-

£pp

n-1

where r

=

estimate of reliability

n

=

number of items in the test

=

standard deviation of the test

=

product of the per cent passing

x

Rpq

5q.c Helmstadter Research Concepts in Human
Behavior (New York: Appleton— Century— Crof os 1970) P*
,

,

i

•

.

.
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each item and the per cent failing each item
6
This formula assumes that "the items within one form of
a
test have as much in common with one another as do the

items in that one form with the corresponding items in a

parallel or equivalent form."^

Accordingly the items are

considered homogeneous in the sense that they are measuring the same abilities.

With this formula a reliability (r
computed.

)

of .78 was

This was the first time a reliability had been

determined on the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T)
O

Reliabilities for Form H ranged from a .67 to a .77.°
In general, aptitude and ability tests have lower relia-

bilities than achievement tests.

Since a reliability of

.56 is considered low and a reliability of .97 high on a

test of ability, the .78 obtained reliability can be con-

sidered mid-way between these two ranges.

A second consid-

eration in this rating is indicated by Helmstadter

;

namely

that, power tests have lower reliabilities than speeded

6

Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing (New York:
The Macmillan Co.
195^/} p. 110
,

^Robert L. Thorndike and Rlizabeth Hagen, Measure ment and evaluation in Psychology and Education (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969), p. 1858 Hall,

p.

59.
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tests, for when the factor of time is uncontrolled, more

variation in individual performance is developed.
Item Analysis
The refinement of the Test of Quantitative Judgment

(Form T) is the most important aspect of its development
to date.

The selecting of new items or revising of old

ones is a vital part of test construction, for this process

increases hoth the reliability and the validity of the
test

10

The two very important phases of item analysis are
the determining of the level of difficulty for each item

and its discriminating power (the ability of the item to

differentiate between high and low scorers)

.

Both of

these indices were established for each item using Chung-

Teh Fan's Item Analysis Table

1"
.

The following steps were taken.

The sample was

considered as a whole and the top twenty-seven per cent

high scorers on the test and the bottom twenty-seven per

^Helmstadter

^Anastasi,

,

p.

p.

292

.

152.

^Chung-Teh Fan, Item Analysis Table (Princeton, F.u.
"

Educational Testing Service-, 1952)

.

cent low scorers were compared by percentages of correct

response for each item.

For example, in item one, seventy-

one per cent of the low group and ninety-two per cent of

the high group responded correctly.

A p (per cent
L

of

low) of .71 and a
p^ (per cent of high) of .92 were entered

in the Item Analysis Table and from this three indices were
obtained:

a p of

.

83

,

an r of

difficulty index) of 9.3-

.

33

,

and a

A

(delta or

The proportion of correct re-

sponses in the total sample has been estimated from the pand pg and this estimation is found in the table as p.

In

this example it has been projected that eighty-three per
cent of the total sample responded correctly to item one.

The discrimination index is r and is a correlation

between p^ and p^.

It indicates how well the test item

discriminates between high scorers and low scorers on the
test.

For item one r is .33*
The difficulty index is

A

(delta) and has been

determined in the table by the following formula.

A

-

13 + 4X

where X is positive for p's less than .50
and negative for p's greater than .50
13 and 4 are arbitrary numbers to remove
negative values and allow for a broad
12
range

12

Ibid.

,

p.

3-

^

A

an notes that

has the advantage over a straight per-

centage p in that equal increments in

increments in difficulty.^

A

represent equal

Delta in this example is 9

.

3.

These values have more meaning when interpreted in
the light of Cristiani

'

s

work where

A

values of 8.0 and below are considered very easy

A

values of 18.0 and above are considered very
difficult

r-values of .40 and above are considered strong
discriminators

r-values of

.

39- -30 are considered medium discrim-

inators

r-values below .30 are considered weak discriminators

14

In item one a delta of 9-3 was obtained.

Since a delta of

8.0 and below is considered very easy, item one is in the

easy range but above the very easy category.

An r of .33

would fall in the medium discriminator range as it lies

between

1^

.

39 - 30

Ibid .

,

.

p. 4.

^Vincent Cristiani and Others,

"A Study of the

Mathematical Understandings Possessed by Prospective
Elementary School Teachers" (Unpublished master's thesis,
School of Education, Boston University 1954), P- 17-

—

A

Table 12 which follows lists the p, r, and

—

—

for

each item as these have been obtained from the Item Analy sis Table based on the responses of the high-low twenty-

seven per cent groups in the sample.
TABLE 12

DISCRIMINATING POWER AND DIFFICULTY OF THE ITEMS IN THE
TEST OF QUANTITATIVE JUDGMENT (FORM T)

Item
Number

Item
Number

A

P

r

A

16

.51

.30

12.9

11.7

17

.81

.37

9.5

.48

8.0

18

.22

.11

16.1

38

8.2

19

•

75

.38

10.3

.91

.56

7-7

20

.77

.45

10.1
i i

i

4-5

.42

13.5

21

.69

.32

11

1

7

.93

.49

7.0

22

.48

.09

13.2

8

.

66

.23

11.4

23

•

74-

.38

10.4

.81

.53

9.4

24

•

70

.

-

9

34

10.9

10

.54-

.

60

12.6

25

.80

.55

9.6

li

.72

.

56

10.6

26

.44

.37

13.6

12

.76

.

4-7

10.2

27

.70

.14

10.9

13

.87

.4-7

8.5

28

.

55

11.4

14

.4-3

.23

13.7

29

.87

.35

8.5

15

-78

.59

10.0

30

.59

.31

12.1

P

r

1

.83

.33

9.3

2

.63

.48

3

.90

4

.88

•

5

6

•

,

66

•

Item
Number

P

r

A

Item
Number

P

r

A

31

.

64

.25

11.6

46

.26

.23

15.6

32

•

30

.11

15.1

47

•

76

.41

10.2

33

•

75

.36

10.3

48

.53

.45

12.7

34-

.31

.08

14.9

49

.68

33

i i
—

—

i
•

—

35

.71

.30

10.8

50

.26

.11

15.5

36

-67

-31

11.3

51

.51

•

32

12.9

37

.83

-51

9.2

52

•

50

.34

13.0

38

.30

.22

15.1

53

•

70

.36

10.8

39

.

64

.40

11.5

54

.00

.00

0.0

40

.50

.34

13.0

55

•

83

.55

9.2

41

.83

.37

9.2

56

-53

.29

12.7

42

-38

.29

14.2

57

.69

.64

11.1

43

•

65

.42

11.5

58

.12

.08

17.7

44

.56

-56

12.4

59

.56

.29

12.4

45

.83

.61

9.2

60

.18

.28

16.6

Using the Cristiani criteria a summary has been made in
Table 13

:

TABLE 13

ITEM ANALYSIS SUMMARY BY DIFFICULTY LEVEL
AND DISCRIMINATING POWER

Category

Number of Items

Very Easy

3

Very Difficult

0

Strong Discriminator

23

Medium Discriminator

20

Weak Discriminator

17

For further refinement of this test the seventeen weak
items and the twenty medium discriminators would probably
be discarded or rewritten to see if more careful wording
of the root or changing of the stems would increase the

For example, question

discriminative power of the item.
six reads:
6.

3 inches
the
hold
To
on one of the flat surfaces.
piece
one
need
would
apple together again you
of tape just over:

An apple sliced in halves measured

A.
B.

16 inches
9 inches

C.

D

.

3
1

inches
inch

This item has a discrimination index of .42 and a diffi-

culty level of 13.5-

reads

For comparison, question fourteen

1

14.

04

The cookie dish was
feet around the
outside.
It was about how far across?
A. 1 foot
B7 2 feet

C. 3 feet
D. 4 feet

The discrimination index of this item is a weak .23 with
a difficulty level of 13.7 very close to that of item six

above.

If the latter item were rewritten so that the

alternatives were further apart,
A.
B.

1
1

inch
foot

C.
D.

feet
6 feet
3

and administered to a new sample of pupils, the discrim-

ination index might be increased.

If it were, the item

would be kept in the test; if it were not, it would be
discarded.
The Spearman -Brown Formula

This formula was used to test the effect of length-

ening the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T) on its

reliability.

It assumes that if the test were lengthened

there would be no change in the characteristics of the
test items, but there would be an increase in the repre-

sentativeness of the items as a sample compared with all

possible items.

The formula is described below.

r
i

5

nr
1 +

(n-l)r

Where r

=

original reliability

n

=

number of times the length of the
test is hypothetically increased 15

r^

=

reliability of the test n times
as long

Table 14 reports the change that could be assumed
to occur in the reliability coefficient if the test were

lengthened by fifty per cent (ninety items) and one

hundred per cent (120 items).
TABLE 14

EEEECT OE SPEARMAN - BROWN FORMULA

Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20
Reliability

•

78

-78

New
Reliability

Times
Lengthened
1.5 (90 items)

.84

2.0 (120 items)

.87

It can be seen that if the items were kept consist-

ent with the objectives of the test, ninety items would

yield a .84 reliability coefficient and one hundred twenty
items, a .87.

Davis, Educational Measurements and
Wadsworth Publishing
Their Interpretation (Belmont"^ Cal
Co., 1964) /p. 22.

^Frederick

B.

.

.

:

Some of the Validities of the Test

Congruent validity

.

When test scores are correlated

with an established test, the resultant correlation is
considered a measure of congruent validity.

-

"

The Test of

Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was correlated with Sueltz's
Test of Arithmetical Understandings.

The correlations

obtained were .57, -5^, and -61 for grades four, five, and
six.

Hall interpreted from this that the Test of Quanti-

tative Judgment (Form H) was not measuring the same thing
as arithmetical understandings.

17
'

Since fifty per cent of

the items on Form T are the same as on Form H, it is

assumed that Form T is also measuring something other than
This remains an area for

arithmetical understandings.
additional research.

Self-defining validity

.

Davis defines self-defining

validity as follows.
If the items in a test are perfectly representative of the ultimate criterion, the correlation coefficient between two equivalent forms
of the test may be regarded as the self-defining validity coefficient of either one of them, lb

^Ibid.
17 Hall,

18

,

p. 81
p. 79-

'Davis, p.

32.

This is the same coefficient as in reliability,
f,

for Form

the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 yielded a reliability

coefficient of .78.

As Form T is further refined, a

higher reliability coefficient is anticipated.

Simultan-

eously, the items should continue to become more repre-

sentative of the ability to make quantitative judgments.

With each increase in reliability and item refinement,
the validity of the test will also be strengthened.

Constructor validity

.

To determine validity from

the point of view of the constructor, it is necessary to

state again the constructor's purpose and definition of
the criterion the test was designed to measure.

The Test

of Quantitative Judgment (both Form H and Form T) was

written to evaluate the
individual s ability to apply number and
mathematical concepts and processes to
quantitative situations encountered
socially both within and outside of the
classroom environment. Quantitative
judgment includes thinking about amounts,
estimating or guessing intuitively relative to how much how many how far
19
and/or how large
'

,

,

,

.

By examining some of the items it is possible to
make a judgment as to whether or not the constructor

19 Hall,

p.

5-

met the objective; for example, question forty-eight:
48.

Joe's kite got tangled in wires on top
of the telephone pole
How tall a
ladder will he needed to get the kite?
.

A.
B.

20 feet
100 feet

C.
7 feet
D. 47 feet

When a pupil was taking this test it would he
impossible for him to measure the distance from the

ground to the top of the telephone pole.

Furthermore, it

can he logically assumed that few pupils carry in their

heads this distance in feet.

The only way for most pupils

to answer this question is to make a quantitative judgment

regarding the height of the telephone pole.

The alternate

answers are so spaced as to feet that a basic judgment

rather than precise measurement is required.

The correct

answer, twenty feet, has seven feet as the next smaller

answer and forty-seven feet as the next higher.

It would

he inappropriate when concerned with estimation to have
the alternatives only a foot apart in measure, as nineteen

feet, twenty feet, and twenty-one feet.

That kind of

judgment would necessitate the use of a measuring tool.
To further substantiate the constructor validity of

this kind of item it is possible to check back to the data

itself for significant responses.

On question forty-five

item analysis shows an r of .61 and a

A

of 9-2 (refer to

the section on item analysis, pages 98 to 104

detailed interpretation).

(for

An r of .61 is considered an

excellent discriminating item.

A delta of 9.2 indicates

that the item is near the easy end of the scale.
As each of the sixty items are subjectively examined,
it appears that every one of them requires quantitative

judgment, rather than arithmetical computation for solution.

The success or failure of each item as a high

discriminator can he checked in the item analysis section.
It seems apparent that the constructor adhered to his

objective in the design of each item.

Another aspect of constructor validity falls in the
areas of test administration and scoring procedures.

The

constructor indicated that he wished this to be a power
test (not speeded or timed) to eliminate the effects of

wild guessing and to facilitate the use for reliability
the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 which is for power tests.

The directions for administration of the test read:

Each question has four answers after it.
Think what the question means and use your
best judgment in choosing the answer, if you
cannot think of the answer to a question, go
on to the rest and come back to the ones that
give you trouble when you have finished all
If you do not know the answer
the others.
leave the space blank, but if you think you
know, then answer what you think it should be.
Work as fast as you can but be careful when
placing your answers. Do not guess, but read
carefully and think.
_

These directions appear to meet the constructor's

objectives for a power test.

The scoring procedure

the raw score equals the total number correct

sistent with this objective also.

— is

con-

Since the test direc-

tions discourage wild guessing and as much time as needed
is provided for answering the questions, no correction

factor for guessing is employed.
The constructor obviously designed the items to be

from the social world of the pupils, that they would be

encouraged to do the best they could and feel that they
were being tested upon something with which they were
familiar.

The questions center in the areas of quantity,

amount, distance, and size.

Pupils are asked to make

judgments about these as they apply in situations involving items such as a desk, new lead pencil, candy bar,
jump rope, ice cream, and bicycle.

These appear relevant

to the pupils' world.

User validity

.

User validity will necessarily have

to consist largely of conjecture at this point since the

test is in its early stages and hasn't been published for

classroom use yet.

It would seem, however, that the user

most likely would be an intermediate grade level class-

room teacher.

The purpose of administering the test

would be to identify high, medium, or low scorers.

Based upon these scores further classroom experiences
in the area of quantitative judgment would he provided as

appropriate.

One of the outstanding advantages of having

this test available is that it is the only one of its

kind and would save the teacher's labor in constructing
such a test of his own.

Another advantage to the use is

that the norms will be available if requested.

If a

teacher recognizes the role which quantitative judgment
plays in the total mathematical understanding process,

then this test should have validity for both the development of classroom curriculum and assessment of pupil

ability in making quantitative judgments.

Face validity.

Although considered one of the

weakest forms of validity, face validity must be recog-

nized in the judgment of any test.

If test users, takers,

or the public in general don't feel that the test is

measuring what it purports to measure, then from a
motivational standpoint, the test will be in jeopardy.

Few are apt to answer seriously the test items unless it
appears that they are measuring with validity.

All the

items in the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T) look
to the reader as if they require responses based upon

quantitative judgments; this test has face validity.

Construct validity.

The test constructor believes

that such an ability as quantitative judgment exists.

There is no independent criterion which establishes its

existence with which this test may be correlated.

That

this is an aspect of mathematical ability can only be

shown at this point by postulating some questions which

appear to require quantitative judgments for their correct
answers and finding that pupils do succeed on this test at

varying levels.

Evidence from both Eorm H and Form T

shows that the test continues to be reliable.

Data from

Form H indicated that this ability is something other than
arithmetical understandings or general intelligence.

Summaries of judgmental types of validity in the preceding

pages support that the test appears to be aiming at the
ability of pupils to make quantitative judgments.

m3

CHAPTER V

SUMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When Hall concluded his study two of his suggestions for future research were stated as follows.

Improve the instrument that was developed
for this study to measure quantitative
Judgment by revising and adding suitable
test items.
Add items to lengthen the test of quantitative Judgment and improve its reliability.

1

The purpose of this paper then is to describe the

procedures used in refining the test and analyze the
results to determine some of its validities.
done in chapters three and four.

This is

It is now possible to

summarize these.

Findings of the Study

1.

An attempt was made by the writers of this

test to prepare questions which would not favor either
sex.

Since the questions came from real-life situations,

care was taken not to make the items more appropriate for

Hall, "The Ability of Intermediate
Grade Children to Deal with Aspects of Quantitative Judgment" (Unpublished doctoral dissertation, School of Education, Boston University, 1965), p. 88.
-'-Donald E.

one sex over the other but rather suitable for both
sexes.

Analysis shows that there was no sex difference

in response on the fifth and sixth grade levels although

there was on the fourth.

This was in contradiction to

the previous study in which no sex differences in

response were found on all three grade levels.

Future

data will provide additional information on the fourth
grade level and clarify the discrepancy.
2.

It had been determined that this ability was

developmental in that it increased by grade level.

This

was substantiated in the study since there was a statis-

tically significant difference in means among grades
four, five and six.
3.

The Spearman-Brown formula when applied to the

reliabilities of Form H suggested that a fifty per cent
lengthening of the test should increase its reliability.
This did happen when the number of items was expanded

from forty to sixty.

It is implied that the new items

(actually thirty in number as ten weak items were removed

from the original test) were written in such a way as to

remain consistent with the objectives of the original
test.
4.

Using item analysis ten weak items had been

removed from the original test (Form H)

.

Then sixty new

.

or rewritten items were administered, in a pilot study

and through item analysis the thirty with the highest

discrimination index were chosen to he added to the
thirty Form H items.

In all a new Form T composed of

sixty items was prepared.

This method kept the items

consistent but at the same time increased the number
of strong ones.
5.

The validities discussed in this paper were of

three main types.

References to congruent and self-

defining validity are classified as empirical because
they are based on statistical analysis, for example, a

correlation coefficient.

Constructor, user, and face

validities are judgmental in nature.

Comments regarding

the future role of construct validity and this test are

empirical- judgmental
It had been previously indicated in Form H that

the test was measuring something other than general

intelligence or arithmetical understandings.

Since Form

T is consistent with Form H, the same can be implied

regarding it.

This conclusion was drawn from findings

in which the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form H) was

correlated with other tests; it is termed congruent
validity.

With the increase in reliability there is assumed

an increase in validity.

That is, if the items in the

test are actually the ultimate criterion

—a

student is

demonstrating what quantitative judgment is when he
selects test responses involving questions about reallife situations about which he must make an estimation

without computation

— then

the reliability coefficient

indicates also the degree to which the test is valid.
This type of validity is referred to as self-defining
and is rated moderately high in this study.
The constructor appears to have adhered closely
to the prerequisites set forth by the objectives.

The

items do require judgments about quantities rather than

memorized facts about measurements.

The directions for

administration, and the method of test scoring are

appropriate for the test objectives.

This test has

constructor validity.
The test should have validity for the user who

wishes knowledge about performance in this aspect of

mathematics.

That norms can be made available when this

test is published for classroom use should make relative

understandings of pupils' ability in quantitative judgment meaningful.

From the point of view of face validity, this test
can be highly recommended.

In very few cases is it

ii

7

possible to compute the answers, but rather quantitative
judgments must be made.
That quantitative judgment can be viewed as a

construct or a trait remains in the area of future investigation.

Certainly the taking of the test isn't composed

of just one component.

It will be necessary for a student

to read so, for example, a verbal ability will be evident.

Since the questions are made relevant to the pupils'

world then a common socio-economic background is implied.
The reasoning necessary to answer the questions, with

reading ability and cultural background held constant, is
a closer measure of quantitative judgment.

Limitations of the Study
One of the limitations of this study is that quanti-

tative judgment can only be expressed as a product of
this particular sample of test items and any conclusions

drawn about it are necessarily influenced by the test
items themselves.

For example, item fifty-five

Fran filled one quart jar with grapes and the
other with apples. He had:
A. more apples than
B.

grapes
more grapes than
apples

the same number of
each
L. none of these

C.

is reported using item analysis as one which highly

discriminates between high and low scorers on the test.
This in turn implies that it highly discriminates between
those who have quantitative judgment and those who do not

(assuming adequate reading level and appropriate socioeconomic background)

All that is really known about

.

quantitative judgment therefore is described by success
or failure upon responding to strong items.

Besides the sample limitations of the items, there
is also sample limitation of the test takers.

In this

study 6 37 pupils were tested; in the previous study there

were slightly more.

This is still a very small sample of

pupils upon which to draw conclusions.
done in the Northeast.

All testing was

This leaves many other pupils in

various geographic areas not represented in this study.
Similarly, the socio-economic backgrounds have not

been fully represented.

An attempt was made to stay

away from very wealthy or very economically low communities, although there could be some individual students

from such backgrounds in this study.

Thus the results

do not represent the effects of varied socio-economic

cultures
A final limitation is that the test still remains
a crude instrument.

Eventually as it is further refined

n9

and.

different forms developed, it should be composed

totally of strong items.

This in a sense will require

continual revision to keep the test relevant to the
pupils' world.

However, this does not imply that it

cannot be used as a classroom testing instrument.

Using the norms that can be made available pupils may be
judged relative to other pupils' success on the items

rather than on percentage success on the test itself.
Conclusions
It can thus be concluded that this is a unique

test as no other like it has been written.

The ques-

tions require responses about things in the ordinary

world of the pupils.

In making these responses the

pupils will have to use quantitative judgments; the
questions are designed to be solved by making estimations about quantities rather than by mathematical

computation.

This ability is developmental in nature as the

means of pupils' scores increase with grade level.

The

social areas included from the pupils' world are geared
to favor neither sex.

When this is done the test scores

show that at the fifth and sixth grade levels boys and

girls perform equally well.

That this result was not the

same for the fourth grade level demands further clari-

fication pending additional research.
It is not possible to correlate this test with

any other phenomenon known to measure pupils' abilities
in quantitative judgment as no such criterion exists.

The test's predictive or concurrent validity is not

available at this time.
This is not to say that the test has no validities
at all.

Its judgmental validities (made by subjective

judgments) in the areas of constructor, user, and face

validity indicate that the test appears to meet the
objectives of both the constructor and user and that it

would look as if it measured quantitative judgment when
subjectively evaluated.

In these areas it rates most

highly.
As far as empirical validities are concerned, on

Form H there were correlations in which the test was
shown to be measuring something other than general

intelligence or mathematical understandings (congruent
validity)

.

On Form T the reliability was such as to

indicate that with this refinement the test had self-

defining validity which would be strengthened when the
test is even further refined.

Construct and factorial validities are both

1

,

12

empirical and judgmental in nature.

This paper "begins

to indicate the existence of the construct - quantita-

tive judgment.

Future studies will he necessary in

order to develop further proof of these validities.

Suggestions for Further Research
The area of further research is a very exciting
one.

It is hoped that once the test is available for

research purposes (through Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey) much more will be learned about
its nature, for example, through correlations with

many other tests.

Some possibilities for additional

investigation follow.
1.

A longitudinal study could be set up whereby

scores from the Test of Quantitative Judgment (Form T)

standardized mathematics test scores, and report card

mathematics grades could be recorded for sixth graders
and then correlated with scores received for coursework
and mathematics achievement testing in say ninth grade
and twelfth grade.

Here predictive validity would be

substantiated.
2.

Correlational studies of quantitative judgment

test scores with a multitude of other achievement,

ability, and nonverbal tests would provide a wealth of

information regarding the Test of Quantitative Judgment.
5.

Using the data suggested in the preceding

item, factorial studies would permit insight into the

specific factors involved in the test responses.
4.

A closer analysis of the test items themselves

to discover which ones are the stronger discriminators

would permit the development of a repertoire of procedures for writing such items.

Included in this would be

a study of whether or not the actual use of number in an

item enhanced or distracted from its effect as a high

discriminator.
5.

Since the test is ultimately designed for

classroom application, a study of the amount of teaching
for quantitative judgment which is contained within

classroom textbooks could be made.

Then decisions could

follow regarding the development of teaching materials to
encourage classroom teachers to develop this ability

within pupils.

APPENDIX

TEST ADMINISTRATION DIRECTIONS TO BE READ TO THE STUDENTS

This is a test that can show how well you make quan-

titative judgment about ordinary things that are all around

you everywhere.

Each question has four answers after it.

Think what

the question means and use your best judgment in choosing
the answer.

If you cannot think of the answer to a ques-

tion, go on to the rest and come back to the ones that give

you trouble when you have finished all the others.

If you

do not know the answer, leave the space blank; but if you

think you know, then answer what you think it should be.

Work as fast as you can but be careful when placing your
answers

Do not guess, but read carefully and think.

:

TEST OE QUANTITATIVE JUDGMENT
by:

Form T

Donald E. Hall

DIRECTIONS

Read the question and the answers that are below it.
Choose the answer you think is correct and place its
letter in the space on the answer sheet. Look at the
sample questions and see how they are done.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1.

Twenty-five cents is about enough to buy:
C. a new silk dress
A. a fur coat
D. two pounds of steak
B. a quart of milk

1

.

2.

To hard-cook an egg, boil it for:
C. 2-3 minutes
A. 10-12 minutes

2

.

B.

3

minutes

D.

1

minute

SAMPLE ANSWER SHEET

1.

B

2.

A

1

1.

2.

Ten-year-old Jim took 1 giant step, 1 hop, and
He probably covered a distance of about:
1 jump.
A. 10 feet
C. 30 feet
B. 20 feet
D. 40 feet
The desk was
1 foot
B. 2 feet

3

feet long.

A.

3.

5.

4.

26

Its width was about:
C. 3 feet
D. 4 feet

Cindy pushed the window open a crack. To her
surprise a guest came in. It was probably:
A. an elephant
C. an airplane
B. a sparrow
D. a bee
Sally did some shopping. She bought: one dozen
eggs, two quarts of milk, a large box of soap
chips, two packages of cereal, and two jars of
jelly.
The bill probably amounted to:
A. S3. 30
C. S15.00
B. Si. 00
D. S
.78

1.

2.

3.

4.

Mr. Green stood on the deck of his boat and saw
3*
another boat about 1/2 mile away. He probably
could also see which one of the following things?
C. a girl reading a book
A. a sailor lighting a

cigarette
B.

a flag flying in the

D.

a kitten playing on

deck

breeze
6.

An apple sliced in halves measured 3 inches on one
To hold the apple together
of the flat surfaces.
again you would need one piece of tape just over:
C. 3 inches
A. 16 inches
D. 1 inch
B.
inches
9

6.

7.

Jill's mother told her to wear her winter coat
because the thermometer read:
C. 50 degrees
A. 100 degrees
D. 20 degrees
degrees
B.
70

7*

8.

A candy bar weighs about:
A. 3 grams
B. 3 pounds

8.

9.

C.
D.

3
3

ounces
cubits

One would have the greatest number of things in
a pail of
C. potatoes
A. apples
D. grapes
B. eggs
.
*

9.

:

i^7

10.

Box A is 2 feet high, 2 feet wide, and 6 feet long. 10.
Box B is 6 feet high, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet long.
If Box A is filled with sand and then poured into
Box B, the latter is:
A. exactly full
C. half full
B. overflowing
D. two-third full

11.

A person with normal eyesight usually holds a hook
about how far away from him while reading?
A. 12-14 inches
C. 3 inches
B. 36-38 inches
D. 1 inch

11.

12.

A boy went fishing and caught 4 fish. The first
one measured 6 inches; the second, 8 inches; the
third, 10 inches; the fourth probably measured:
A. 15 inches
C. 3 inches
B. 12 inches
D. 11 inches

12.

13.

Last summer Jim was 49 inches tall; at Christmas
he was 52 inches tall. Next summer he will
probably be how tall?
C. 55 inches
A. 52 inches
D. 59 inches
B. 53 inches

13.

14.

The cookie dish was 3 1/2 feet around the outside.
It was about how far across:
C. 3 feet
A. 1 foot
D. 4 feet
B. 2 feet

14.

15.

Mr. Jones found the bunk-bed in his cabin too
small for him so he had to sleep on the floor.
The length of the bed was probably:
C. 1 foot
A. 5 feet
D. 7 feet
B. 10 feet

15-

16.

Uncle Ben takes his lunch to work with him. The
average sized thermos bottle for his coffee holds
about
C. 1/2 gallon
A. 1 gallon
D. 1 pint
B. 3 quarts

16.

17.

A pound of tomatoes might fit into the same
sized bag as:
C. a pound of feathers
A. a pound of nails
B. none of these
B. a pound of apples

17-

1
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18.

Lou punched holes close to one another around
the outside edge of a post card.
She found that
she could punch about
A. 1-5 holes
C. 55 holes
B. 15 holes
D. 100 holes

19.

A quart jar filled with which of the following
would be heaviest to carry:
A. sand
C. water
B. leaves
D. milk

19

20.

In the first grade Mary weighed 56 pounds and Sue
weighed 40 pounds. Mary looked no fatter than
Sue because:
A. she wore a blue dress
C. she was 2 inches
shorter
B. she was 2 inches taller
D. she had black hair

20.

21.
23.

A new lead pencil is about:
A. 3 inches long
C. 4-5 inches long
B. 7-8 inches long
D. 1 foot long

21.

22.

Stan decided to sell eggs for 70 cents a pound
instead of 70 cents a dozen. He probably made:
A. the same amount of
C. more money
money
D. none of the above
B. less money

22.

Jim's father was stopped for speeding on the
turnpike. How many miles per hour was his car
probably going?
C.
A. 25
75
D. 125
B. 50

23.

A 12-year-old boy can just about lift a stone,
but it is a little too heavy for him to carry.
It is probably about the size of:
C. a bale of hay
A. a baseball
D. a small pony
B. a basketball

24.

A half- inch is about the thickness of:
C. a potato chip
A. a slice of bread
D. a sheet of paper
B. a slice of Swiss
cheese

25.

24.

25.

18.

:
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A tailor made a suit for a man. About how much
wool did he use?
A. 1 yard
C. 6 yards
B. 3 yards
D. 12 yards

26

27.

John can walk to Junior High School in 10 minutes,
John walks a distance of:
A. 1 mile
C. 3 miles
B. 1/2 mile
D. 10 miles

27.

28.

Jim's Dad built him a glass case for his ship
model.
It was 12 long, 4 wide, and 6 high.
These are probably:
A. feet
C. yards
B. rods
D. inches

28.

29.

There are as many stars in the sky as there are
grains of sand on all of the beaches in the whole
world.
In the sky then, there are probably about:
A. 100-200 stars
C. 20 billion stars
D. no one knows
B. 5000-8000 stars

29.

30.

Don and his father drove, directly from Boston to
Florida in:
C. two days
A. two minutes
D. two weeks
B. two hours

30.

31.

Ric stared out his hotel window and saw the cars
below which looked like toys. He was staying on
the
C. eighth floor
A. second floor
D. sixteenth floor
B. fourth floor

31-

32.

Peggy poured some milk over her cereal. She
probably used how much milk:
C. one-half cup
A. one cup
D. two teaspoonfuls
B. one pint

32.

33.

A gallon of gasoline is enough fuel for an
American car to travel:
C. one mile
A. 2640 feet
D. 15 miles
B. 80 yards

33-

34.

A boy in the sixth grade read a 55-page book.
It probably took him:
C.
3 days
A. 30 minutes
D. 55 seconds
B.
2 hours

3^«

26.

.

1

30

35 .

Jim built a house which measured 6 by 4 by
in length, width, and height for his pet.
A. bird
C. horse
B. cat
D. dog

feet

35 .

36.

Mother asked Jim to ride his bicycle to the store
for a loaf of bread. The store was two miles
away, so he probably got back home in about:
A. 1/2 hour
C. 4 hours
B. 1 1/2 hours
D. 7 1/2 hours

36.

38.
37*

Harry received $50.00 from Uncle Jim as a birthday present. Uncle Jim asked him to buy just
one thing with the money. What did Harry buy?
A. a bicycle
C. fur mittens
C. two new books
D. a motor boat

37 .

Tom had a map of hidden treasures on which 6
inches equaled one mile. He drew another map
twice as large. Then 6 inches equaled:
A. 4 miles
C. 1/2 mileD. 1/4 mile
B. 2 miles

38.

Sally - a fifth grader - made a jump rope. For
this she needed a piece of rope about how long?
C. 3 feet
A. 1 rod
D. 12 inches
B. 2 yards

39 .

It was steady cold for 15 days in January, and
every 5 days Tom kept measuring the ice on the
The first time it measured 3 inches, next
pond.
In five more days it
then 7 inches
inches,
5

40.

39.

40.

41.

probably measured:
A. 15 inches
B. 10 inches

C.
D.

A southern farmer said:
cotton plants to grow."
A. an hour
B. 3 months
42.

A-

12 inches
9 inches

"It takes much time for
"
much time " he meant:
C.
D.

5

years

12 1/2 minutes

There are three trees. If the third tree is
twice as high as the second, and the second tree
is twice as high as the first, the third tree
as high as the first.
is
0. six times
A. three times
D. eight times
B. four times
.

41.

By

42.

:

:

i3i

43.

Which of the following would take up the most
room on a shelf?
A. a box of dried prunes
C. a pound of mercury
B. a tube of toothpaste
C. a gallon of milk

44.

A mile is about:
A. the thickness of a
book

45.

44.
C.

the distance a man
can walk in

fifteen minutes
B.

1760 feet

D. as long as a ball

field

45 .

46.

In a pound of peanuts and a pound of bananas there 45.
would be
A. more bananas than
C. about the same
peanuts
number of each
B. more peanuts than
D. none of the above
bananas
Sam read a 500-page book It was about as thick as: 46.
A. a potato chip
C. a brick
B. a pancake
D. a cheese sandwich

47.

John was sick from eating too much ice cream.
probably ate:
A. 2 cones
C. 3 dishfuls
D. 7 quarts
B. 6 spoonfuls

48.

Joe's kite got tangled in wires on top of the
telephone pole. How tall a ladder will be
needed to get the kite?
C.
A.
20 feet
7 feet
D. 47 feet
B. 100 feet

48.

49.

John read in a book that the last dinosaur died
about 65,000,000 years ago. This was about the
same time as
C. 1000 years after
A. the birth of Abraham
the cave man
Lincoln
Washington
D.
when
man
cave
the
B. before
was president

49.

50.

Bred, a fifth grader, works after school liftThey probably
ing heavy boxes onto a truck.
weigh:
C. 100 pounds
A. 50 pounds
D.
25 pounds
B.
5 pounds

50.

He

47.

1
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51.

The elevator held fifteen people.
The floor
measured about
A. 1 foot by 3 feet
C. 3 feet by 8 feet
B. 2 feet by 4 feet
D. 16 feet by 20 feet

52.

A bird flew non-stop from one city to another
10 miles away.
It probably took him about:
A. 1 week
C. 1 hour
B. 1 day
D. 5 minutes

52.

53.

A man bought a new bicycle for his son.
probably cost:
A. $
C. $11.50
5.95
B. $195.90
D. $59.90

53-

54.

John used to row across the pond in one hour.
Half of the water was let out; it now takes him:
A. 45 minutes
C. 15 minutes
B. 30 minutes
D.
2 hours

5^»

55.

Bran filled one quart jar with grapes and the
other with apples. He had:
A. more apples than grapes
C. the same amount of

55*

B. more grapes than apples

56.

D.

It

51-

each
none of these

A boy picked his hat full of peas.

He probably

50*

had:
A.
B.

57.

a quart
a pint

C.
D.

Jim's Dad helped him build a new
10 feet long. About how wide is
C. 3
A. 1 foot
D. 7
B. 12 feet
••

58.

59.

1/2 peck
a bushel

Tom can mow his own lawn in 20
grandmother's lawn is twice as
He can probably mow her
long.
C.
A. 20 minutes
D.
B. 40 minutes

It is
boat.
it?
feet
inches

minutes. His
wide and twice as
lawn in:
60 minutes
80 minutes

Nancy started cracking eggs into a measuring cup.
She found that it was full after she had cracked
about
A. 1 egg
B. 2 eggs

C. 4 eggs
D. 8 eggs

57*

58.

59-
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60.

Tomatoes come from the market in boxes that are
They hold just
3 inches wide and 12 inches long.
4 large tomatoes.
If the boxes were twice as
wide and twice as long they would hol’d!
XI
8 tomatoes
C. 16 tomatoes
B. 12 tomatoes
D. 24 tomatoes

60.
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